Words of the Slavs
LIC, the Embassy of the Slovak republic in Rome and Italian Chamber of Deputies organized a unique symposium at the occasion of 1150. anniversary of the SS. Cyril and Methodius mission in Great Moravia. The seminar called Le parole degli Slavi – Slová Slovanov took place at the premises of the Italian parliament on the 31st of January 2013 under the auspices of the President of Italian Parliament Gianfranco Fini. Speeches were delivered by Mária Krásnohorská (Ambassador of Slovak republic in Italy), Miroslava Vallová (Director of LIC), as well as by scholars and academics (Marta Keruľová, Andrej Škoviera, Francesco Leoncini, Antonello Biagini). In the evening an artistic presentation of the Proglas (Foreword) newest edition was presented by Dana Podracká, Ján Zambor and Daniel Pastirčák.

Sarajevo Winter
For the first time a Slovak writer took part in the international festival Sarajevo Winter which has been organised by a well known Bosnian poet and publisher Ibrahim Spahić already for 19 years. At a reading on 22 February Monika Kompaníková presented her award winning novel, The Fifth Boat, and her translator, Zdenka Valent Belić, read an extract in Serbian. The Embassy of Slovak Republic to Bosnia took part in preparations of the event.

Book fairs in Paris and London
The Centre for Information on Literature again organised the national Slovak collective stands at the Paris Book Fair in March and at the London Book Fair in April 2013. The collective stand exhibited books from more than twenty Slovak publishers and gave opportunity for negotiations between Slovak and foreign publishers. The Paris Book Fair was accompanied by a presentation of books by Veronika Šikulová.

XX. edition of Budapest Book fair
The 20th edition of the Budapest Book fair welcomed Slovak writer Rút Lichnerová on the 21st of April. She presented her book Anna Regina, which was published in Hungary with the translation by Klára Kortvélyessy in the Európa publishing house.

Balla in the Fra café
Vladimir Balla, the laureate of Anasoft litera Prize 2012, opened regular presentations of Slovak poets and prose writers in Fra café, Prague, on 26 February. He read extract from his awarded prose work, In the name of the Father, and discussed with the public long into the night.

European Spring 2013
The international literary symposium European Spring 2013 took place at the Krems Literaturhaus on the 12th and 13th of March. The main themes were Invisible streams and flexible identities: literature from the view of movement. In the main discussion Slovakia was represented by prose writer Monika Kompaníková.

Slovak Writers in India
In March 2013 delegation of four Slovak writers, Eva Luka, Ján Litvák, Peter Šulej and Martin Solotruk, visited India as the guests of the Sahitya Academy. During their stay they visited New Delhi and Mumbai and presented their works in English and Hindi translations at both the places. H.E Marian Tomašík, Ambassador of the Slovak Republic to India, attended the event in New Delhi and invited writers to dinner. Reciprocal visit of Indian writers to Slovakia is expected this year. FOTO pride

Jana Juráňová in Leipzig
This year, Slovakia did not have its own stand at the Leipzig Book Fair. Although, the visitors could see a presentation of one of most important Slovak writers Jana Juráňová. She had a reading and presentation of her books on the 16th of march first at the forum in Café Europa and later at the Leipzig Town hall.

Beňová Berlin
Jana Beňová and Stanislava Repar have taken part in an international discussion on Slovak-Slovenian Contexts of the literature, at the Humboldt University in Berlin, on the 30 April 2013.
Current Slovak prose is polyphonic thanks to a number of authors with strong personalities and their own distinctive literary style. In spite of their solitariness and individuality, in their literary works they have several themes in common, which then appear to be central and typical, such as, for example, memory, ideology, personal situation and home and the world.

Memory

The theme of memory, autobiography and authenticity is nothing new in the Slovak literary context; we only have to mention the writing of Rudolf Sloboda, Vincent Šikula or Ivan Kadlečík. However, eight years ago, in 2005, it seemed to resonate polyphonically, in several works at the same time, and it has been reappearing ever since. As chance would have it, it appeared simultaneously in as many as three books: in two prose works from Pavol Vilikovský’s collection Čarovný papagáj a iné gýče/The Magic Parrot and Other Kitsch, in the prose work in letter form by Jaroslava Blažková Happyendy/Happy Endings and in Etela Farkašová’s book Stalo sa/It Happened. All these focused on the author’s own personal experience of loss (the dying and death of their near ones), seen as a basic existential situation, a great external turn of events. The aspect they have in common is the organisation of their memories: writing is to formulate what has been preserved and what is to remain preserved. In all three cases the stories have several layers; in them both the time and spatial levels shift; instead of a coherent presentation we have decomposition, instead of continuity there are sequences, images, episodes and fleeting moments. These memoir-like prose works make especially problematic the category of time, while the continual alternation of past and present has its counterpart in the alternation of various concepts of writing: personal notes alternate with other people’s texts, other people’s reading, with an evocation of their world.

This breaking up of linearity is another important feature of contemporary Slovak prose writing. The importance of the fragment and the aspect of memory are also central to the highly personal books Ostrovy nepamäti/Islands of Oblivion by Alta Vášová (2008) and Takmer neviditeľná/Almost Invisible by Jana Bodnárová (2008). In both of them notes, fragments, memories and writing are important means of avoiding oblivion, they serve the desire to construct one’s album of memories, to bring a person closer over the abyss of time in the manner of literary autobiography.

A similar view of writing was held by an author of quite a different generation, Ján Rozner (1922 – 2006), who only entered the Slovak literary context when his three prose works were published posthumously between 2009 and 2011. In his novel Sedem dní do pohrebu/Seven Days to the Funeral (2009) Rozner’s impulse for reflection was the death of his wife Zora Jesenská, a well-known Slovak translator from Russian, while it was a question of remembering their marital relationship in the context of preparation for the funeral service of a person out of favour with those then in power. In his books of memoirs Noc po fronte/The Night after the Front (2010) and Výlet na Devin/Excursion to Devin (2011) Rozner looked at things from a different angle and changed his manner of narration, concentrating more on himself, his own individual past, his personal experience of great historical events. In both these prose works he keeps returning to his childhood, youth and early adulthood, as well as adulthood at the time of writing, while putting his account in the context of important historical events. In this way he depicts the meeting of the private world with the world of power, ideology, manipulation and deformation; he gives a witness account of himself and of the times.

The autobiographical aspect cannot be overlooked in the works of authors of the younger middle generation. Their growing experience of life and literature, already reflected upon from the artistic point of view, is shifting their literary expression towards more clearly layered and intellectually structured narratives. The importance of the autobiographical element can be seen in returns to childhood, reminiscences of youth and reflection on the current realities of life. This is a vital feature of Veronika Šikulová’s work (Domček jedným ťahom/Little House in One Stroke, 2009; Miesta v sieti/Places in the Net, 2011, Diera do svetra/Hole in a Sweater, 2012).

The same element is found in the work of Jana Beňová, with emphasis on the authentic intimacy of
relationships and personal experience set in real time. In her books Plán odprečaťanie/Seeing People Off (2008) and Preš! Preš!/Away! Away! (2012), that border on two genres (the latter is referred to as a novel/poem in two parts) she captures the world through fragments, which together make up a concise literary world portraying her own personal search, above all concerning the relationship between a man and woman.

**People Suffering under the Pressures of the Times**

Another important theme is the return to ideology, mainly calling into question previous interpretations. As mentioned above, this is one aspect of Ján Rozner’s writing.

A recurring approach is the narration of the same story from the point of view of several different characters, or dealing repeatedly with one theme in the flow of time. Also topical is narration literally looking up from below, as several authors have used the child’s view when portraying life in troubled and ever-changing times. This method exaggerates what is anyway a distorted picture of a period marked by ideological deformations. The child’s interpretation is influenced by naivety, inexperience and innocence and this approach is exploited, for example, by Irena Brečná in her book Na slepačich krídlach/On Chicken Wings (2007), but also Lubo Dobrovoda in Já, malkač/Me, a Little’un (2005) and Já, velkáč/Me, a Big’un(2008), or Milan Zelinka in the book Teta Anula/Aunt Anula (2007).

Pavel Viličkovský combined the theme of the past with an analysis of evil (Vlastný životopis zla/Autobiography of Evil, 2009). Jana Juráňová repeatedly returns to the theme of ideology in her own prose works, but also in her book of conversations with Agněša Kalinová Mojich 7 životôv/My 7 Lives (2012). In Orodovnice/Mediatrices (2006) she concentrated on the stories of several women from one family and through them she also gives the story of the period (Slovakia from the times of the clerofascist wartime state), while as her point of departure for this psychological and social probe she took arguments about conventions and stereotypes in the perception of relations between men and women, children and parents, the institutions of marriage and the church.

Ideology and memory are also emphasised by Dušan Šimko, who in his novel Gubbio (2009) offered a six-fold probe into the past, with a single aim – to grasp the theme of informing in the flow of time; to understand the various forms of one human attitude in different social formations. In addition to this he is interested in the phenomenon of emigration, the status of the emigrant, the human experience of a politically or economically forced stay in a foreign country.

Interest in capturing the drama of Slovak history in the 20th century through the relationship between the individual and a period marked by ideology is also evident in Pavol Rankov’s two sociohistorical novels, Stalo sa prvých septembra/It Happened on the First of September (2008), covering the period 1938–1968, which is an attempt to capture in an epic narrative the peripetias of 20th century history through the story of three friends and the woman they all love, and Matky/ Mothers (2011), the story of a Slovak woman imprisoned in a Russian Gulag, that reaches out to the present time.

**The Individual**

The urgency of existential questions is also given concentrated attention by Balla (1967), who in his first book Leptokaria (1996) deals with a single theme – a person’s Heidegger-like existential anxiety and fear of being in a world full of absurdities and external hostility. Associated motifs are the in/ability to communicate and solitude understood as the only space for authenticity. All Balla’s subsequent prose works fall into this thematic framework: (Outsideria/Outsiders, 1997; Gravidita/Pregnancy, 2000; Tichý kút/Quiet Corner, 2001; Unigl, 2003; De la Cruz, 2005; Cudzi/Strangers, 2008; V mene oča/In the Name of the Father, 2011; Oko/The Eye, 2012). For Balla’s literary protagonist life is absurd, it is a place of psychological traumas, physical suffering and dread, full of unfulfilled hopes and disappointments, full of loneliness.

The empathic and emotional approach of Jana Bodnárová (1950) can be seen as a counterpart to Balla’s anxious depiction of existential tension. She concentrates on the richness of a person’s emotional and, as it were, nervous life. She believes it important to capture what is ephemeral; she is interested in everything emotional within a human being as well as outside; she stresses the importance of poetic imagination, the reflection of shades of meaning, in a tone of sharpened, agitated perceptiveness and airy dreaminess (Insomnia, 2005).

The breakdown of the family, its influence on the development of the child’s personality, with emphasis on disturbed relationships and asocial behaviour, hostility and the hopelessness of life, dominates in the existentially critical prose works of Monika Kompaníková. Her two collections of short stories Miesto pre samotu/A Place for Loneliness (2003), Biele miesta/Blank Spaces (2006) and the novel Piata loď/The Fifth Ship (2010) are proof of her story-telling mastery, her feeling for detail and visual imagery.

**Home and the World**

Another recurrent feature of contemporary Slovak literature is the literary thematising of the opposites home and abroad. In the new socio-political situation that arose after 1989 and with the appearance of a new generation of authors, especially after 2000, this traditional contrast, from the end of the 19th century perceived as a problem of national versus cosmopolitan, ours versus foreign/alien, took on a completely new
dimension and a completely new interpretation in Slovak culture. As, on account of the restrictions of the previous regime, older authors were not allowed to travel and get to know other countries, experience of other places only appears to any extent in their works after 1989 (J. Johanides: Dívaj sa do modrých očí Londýna/ Look in the Blue Eyes of London, D. Dušek: Zima na ruky/ Cold Hands, 2006; P. Vilíkovský: Pes na ceste/ Dog on the Road, 2010). However, this trend is much more noticeable in the work of young authors whose first works appeared at the end of the nineties (for example, Peter Biľy or Michal Hvorecký), and at the beginning of the new century (Svetlana Žuchová, Ivana Dobrákovová, Zuska Kepplová, to mention just a few).

In the work of the young generation of authors from foreign countries – as the temporary home of their literary protagonists – offer a view from outside and an opportunity to make comparisons first and foremost with their own personal identity. Comparing national identities seems to remain outside their generation’s focus of attention; the world is growing smaller, is being globalised and they regard it as being theirs as a whole. Home and world come together, join and overlap, but it always depends on the individual what place they give to space in their perception of reality. The Central European perspective was used, for example, by Michal Hvorecký, who in his novel Dunaj v Amerike/The Danube in America (2010), set against the background of a pleasure trip on the Danube for American tourists, acknowledges his debt to the novel/essay by Claudio Magris Dunaj, while portraying the regional stereotypes and ideological clichés of the Central European world. Young people travelling, with no deep ties to their own country, also appear in the short stories that make up his next book Naum (2012), subtitled “a novel in eleven stories.”

Giving stories a foreign setting is more markedly noticeable only after 2000 and is significantly connected with the great wave of young people leaving to go abroad, whether for study, work or to find their spiritual path (Peter Biľy: Démon svätostí/Demon of Holiness, 2004; Don Giovannì, 2007; Rober Bičlik: Gompa – Kláštorný denník/A Monastery Diary, 2011).

The foreign setting dominates in the work of Svetlana Žuchová, for example, who was studying medicine in Vienna when she published her first writings and who is now working in Prague. In the stories of her collection Dulce de leche (2003) she has no problem with the identity of her characters: her protagonists are from various corners of the world and they also move all over the world and their problems, no matter how individual and specific they appear to be, are for the most part sufficiently universal to address the reader. She also used the same viewpoint in her short novel Yesim (2006) set among Turkish immigrants in Vienna. She has again taken up the theme of foreigners in her novel Zloději a svedkovi/Thieves and Witnesses (2011).

Ivana Dobrákovová also regards a foreign setting as her own. This author, who lives in Italy, published her first book in 2009, it being a collection of eighteen stories, Prvá smrť v rodine/First Death in the Family. The themes dominating her short stories are human relationships, both intimate and family, the relationship between daughter and father, but also the motifs of corporeality and the perceptions and experience of the human body. Elements of mystery and tension and a final surprising punch line are characteristic features. The same type of protagonist – a young girl faced with difficult situations in her life – is portrayed by Ivana Dobrákovová in her novel Bellevue, which is set in a centre for the physically disabled in the French town of Marseille. This prose work about the problems of the mental disintegration of a human being is accompanied by motifs of nihilism, negation and hatred; the author’s more positive side is her lively language and the inner urgency of her writing.

The author who has captured most aptly young people’s experience of life in foreign countries nowadays is Zuska Kepplová. In her prose debut Buchty řeřachom/Sweet Buns with Gothic Script (2011) she articulated the fictive nature of the conflict between home and the world: “(...) none of us left. We did not pack our cases in the middle of the night; we did not swim across the Danube and climb over barbed wire. We simply did what everyone was talking about: Today you can travel, go to good schools, get to know people and speak to them in foreign languages... We wanted to join in, take part in the world. Scoop it up with a large spoon. Break our teeth on it. We did not leave anyone or anything. And if so, only symbolically.”

The current offer of contemporary Slovak prose is varied and polyphonic. Authors are trying to find their own paths and their own means of expression, but at the same time they are mutually communicating in the hidden layers of their texts. You only have to choose.

Translated by Heather Trebatická

MGR DANÁ HUČKOVÁ, PHD, literary theoretician and critic, specializes in the research into Slovak literature of the 20th century and contemporary streams in Slovak literature. She has published a number of essays, papers and studies on the development of the Slovak literature of that period. In 2010 she was the head of the jury of the newly-established literary prize: the Ján Johanides Prize. She is the Director of Institute of Slovak Literature at the Slovak Academy of Sciences in Bratislava.
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EIN FUNKEN IN DER KALTEN GLUT
(Leseprobe)

Die kurzen und aschgrauen Dezembertage verfließen wie Zeit, die weder unterteilt ist noch einen Rhythmus hat, wie eine sich drehende Mühle, die nichts mahlt. Damit der Dezember nicht depressiv ins Leere geht, hat man sich zur Orientierung fixierende Meilensteine ausgedacht, die da sind der Nikolaustag, der Tag der Heiligen Lucia, das Backen von Weihnachtsoblaten, die Adventssonntage und schließlich der Heilige Abend als Laterne inmitten der Einöde. Diese Ordnung hat auch eine psychologische, eine therapeutische Aufgabe. Sie ist nicht lediglich eine leere Tradition, ein Aberglaube und eine Folklore der Vergangenheit, sondern ein sinnvolles Ritual und eine Ehrerbietung.

Geschickt die Zeit
Rhythmus von Wörtern, Zeilen
Gedicht ist Gericht

Es ist auch eine Ordnung, eine Selbstdisziplin und ein System, das der chaotisch dahinlaufenden und banalen Zeit eine Richtung in Form eines Weges gibt, der vom Gestern zum Morgen führt. Konsumfixierte Geschöpfe, das die ignorieren und ihre Weihnachten bereits im Oktober beginnen, sind Leute ohne Vergangenheit und Zukunft, als ob sie weder Vornamen noch Familiennamen hätten. Es weiß weder Vornamen noch Familiennamen, was die Umweltschützer, die alles mögliche und nichts beschützen, zufriedenstellen. So kann im Slowakischen sogar ein Karpfen im grammatisch weiblichen Geschlecht als "hostka" auf dem Tisch stehen.

All dieser "folkloristische" Zierrat des Lebens ist im Grunde auch Poesie, er ist ein Aschenputtel, das erstrahlt, wenn es am dringendsten notwendig ist, wenn seine Zeit gekommen ist. Es ersteht aus der Asche.
Zeit ist nicht Geld

Von ihnen, von Ján und Katarína, stammt auch die Wanduhr in meinem Arbeitszimmer, deren Klang auch in der Literatur und im Rundfunkarchiv festgehalten ist, wie ein Brief von Pavel Hrúz aus dem Jahre 2003 belegt: „Gerade kam Redakteur Zaťko zu mir, ob er im Inter-
vie mit dir etwas auslassen kann, nämlich als die Uhr
“Leader”. Die Zeiger bewegen sich würdevoll und ruhig,
man könnte alles zusammentragen oder, wie ein Brief von Pavel Hrúz aus dem Jahre 2003 belegt: „Gerade kam Redakteur Zaťko zu mir, ob er im Inter-
vie mit dir etwas auslassen kann, nämlich als die Uhr
völlig, als die Uhr manchmal eine einzigartige Art und Charakteristik zeigt, die manchmal sogar unerwartet auf die anyone aufmerksam macht. Die Uhr ist eine der wenigen Dinge, die manchmal einzigartig sind, und es ist wichtig, dass man sich mit ihnen auseinandersetzt, damit man sie besser verstehen kann.

Ein guter Rat dem Rat
Irgendwann einmal kam der Schriftsteller Pavel Hrúz an meinen Bücherschrank heran, seine lustigen Augen auf das schon auseinanderfallende broschürte Büchlein „Slowaken in der Stratosphäre“ geheftet, bis ich es ihm leer sah. Er lachte die Regierenden aus, verhöhnte die „Leader“. Die Zeiger bewegen sich würdevoll und ruhig, sie erinnern nicht an das neurotische und panisch ängstliche sich Krümmen der digitalen Würmer auf dem Bankkonto, dem Muster unserer heutigen Lebensart. An allen Seiten des Turms befinden sich Ziffernblätter, also vier, ein alter Scherz sagt, damit vier Leute auf einmal darauf schauen können, obwohl ich mit eigenen Augen gesehen habe, wie einmal Vilikovský, Dušek und Mitana alle auf einmal auf dasselbe Zifferblatt geschaut haben, und nicht nur einmal haben dies gemeinsam auch mein Uropa Ján und meine Uroma Katarína getan.

Von ihnen, von Ján und Katarína, stammt auch die Wanduhr in meinem Arbeitszimmer, deren Klang auch in der Literatur und im Rundfunkarchiv festgehalten ist, wie ein Brief von Pavel Hrúz aus dem Jahre 2003 belegt: „Gerade kam Redakteur Zaťko zu mir, ob er im Inte-
view mit dir etwas auslassen kann, nämlich als die Uhr
schlug. Gehört sie nicht aber zu den Dingen, die das

Er gehörte zum Kreis tschechischer Literaten, und nicht nur einmal haben dies gemeinsam auch mein

IVAN KADLEČÍK (1938),
Prosaschriftsteller, Dichter und Essayist, gehört zu den bedeu-

Sein essayistisches Schaffen ist in den Büchern Denkspiele (Hlavola-

wir von Lügen, einer übersättigten Gleichgültigkeit, dem Egozentrismus der Macht, einem habgierigen und vulgären Materialismus.“ Kadlecík wurde für sein literarisches Werk der Dominik-Tatarka-Preis verliehen.
er mir das Buch zurück mit der Bemerkung auf der Títelseite: Rückwidmung: „Es gehört in Deinen Bücher- schrank, Ivan!” Jetzt wiederum schenke ich das Buch meinem Sohn Juraj zum Vierzigsten, Paľo war Jurajs Pate gewesen.


Übersetzt von Andrea Reynolds
Das Buch Ein Funke in der kalten Glut erschien im Verlag Koloman Kertész Bagala a literarnyklub, Bratislava, 2012
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KALE SHOES
(Extract)
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It was quite late by the time Olda and Sabina knocked on one of the doors in a block with courtyard balconies. Sabina didn’t want to be a burden to anyone and disturb decent people at night, she would have preferred to go to Olda’s cellar. An elderly Rom wearing a flannel cotton shirt and blue tracksuit pants opened the door, face covered in lather because he was in the middle of shaving.

‘Well, well, Olda, I see you got yourself a new girlfriend?’ he said with a laugh and invited them in.

‘She’s got no place to stay, doesn’t know what to do. She’s all alone. Don’t turn her away, my friend,’ Olda explained.

‘What’s your name?’ the old guy asked Sabina as he turned back to the mirror to scrape the lather off his cheek with a razor.

‘Sabina Giňova,’ she said, like a good girl.

‘Got a mum and dad?’

‘I have...’

‘So why don’t you go home to them?’

‘She can’t,’ Olda chipped in.

‘What have you been up to? You nicked something? Are the police after you?’ the old guy questioned her, putting on a strict face.

‘No!’ Sabina was taken aback. Tears welled up in her eyes. She felt as if she was being interrogated. She was sorry she’d agreed to come. ‘There’s these guys looking for me.’

‘Leave her alone. Can’t you see she’s soaked through? She’s missed her train, there’s no way she can get home, she’d have to sleep at the station,’ Olda pleaded for her.

‘OK, I’m not saying anything, but am I a boarding house or what?’ the old guy said, glancing in the mirror to make sure he was shaved properly and slapping some aftershave on his cheeks. Then he handed Sabina a towel and a tracksuit so she could change in the bathroom.

Actually, the old guy wasn’t as strict as he looked. He used to play the violin, he’d been a famous first violinist, but then he was in an accident, ended up with torn ligaments and a crooked arm. So he retired and now made a little extra by collecting rubbish. And since he had read
all of Karl May’s books about Red Indians, people called him Winnetou. He taught Roma to read from these books in the rubbish collectors’ changing room. He had seen all the Winnetou films a hundred times and knew every scene by heart. He would always say out aloud what was going to happen next, which often led to rows in the cinema. And he must have been quite religious. Sabina noticed there was a tiny shrine to the Virgin Mary in the kitchen as well as prayer books on a bookshelf among the books about Indians.

While she was getting changed, Olda must have told Winnetou the whole story about Ferdy because when she came back she found him looking grave and shaking his head, he just couldn’t understand what the world was coming to and what was going on with people, what with murders everywhere and fathers selling their own daughters. How different things had been in his day! Sabina sat down on a couch under the window and as she towelled her hair dry Winnetou made her a cup of lemon tea. They talked for a while. But then Sabina got tired and started squinting so Winnetou brought her a duvet. She lay there half asleep, listening to the two men. The clock was ticking and she felt warm and cosy under the duvet. The rain outside was putting her to sleep. She felt safe. She wished she could stay here at Winnetou’s until Ferdy forgot all about her. She wondered what she would do tomorrow, if she should go home, but she was too scared. She was sure Ferdy would come looking for her. Images from the flea market, the Kapitán Bar, and all sorts of other things kept flashing through her head.

The old men turned off the light in the kitchen, put on the night lamp and lowered their voices so as not to disturb her. Winnetou talked about the old days, when he was first violinist in a kávéház where soldiers used to play cards, and when they lost all their money they would go to an upstairs room to shoot themselves in the head. And then she heard Olda talk about the first time he had come to Košice many years ago and how he met her mother Róžika. He was with a touring circus and Róžika worked as a cleaner in a hotel. He looked her in the eye and fell in love with her straight away. ‘How pretty you are, young lady!’ he said. ‘May I invite you for a cup of coffee?’

They got together and started living in a tiny room: all they had was a little stove, a tin cupboard and a bed. But they were happy. One day Olda wanted to show off and invited Róžika to a circus performance. He leapt onto a trapeze, clowned around and did all sorts of tricks with snakes and bears but Róžika got so scared she gave him a good drubbing on the back after the show. It was because of her that Olda gave up the circus and got himself a job as a labourer on a building site. But one evening he came home from work and Róžika was gone. After waiting for her for a while he went out and spent the whole night looking for her in the streets but she had vanished without trace. He never saw her again. But today a miracle happened because he has met her daughter. She looks exactly like Róžika did when she was young. Even her eyes are just as beautiful and velvety as her mother’s. Sabina listened to him and dared not breathe.

‘Why are you still here? Didn’t you promise you’d be gone?’ Winnetou asked Sabina when he came home from work in the afternoon and found her there. She stood in front of him looking sheepish, wiping her hands on her skirt and didn’t know what to say under the old man’s stern gaze.

‘Leave her alone,’ Olda defended her, moving his finger along the sideboard meaningfully. There wasn’t a speck of dust to be seen. The place had been cleaned, the dishes washed, the rubbish taken out, everything tidied up. Even the books had been sorted according to size.

‘I’ll do whatever you want me to do, sir. I’ll do your laundry, I’ll cook for you. I used to do the laundry at home, too,’ Sabina begged. But Winnetou gave her a serious look. A cat wandered out of a door hidden behind a wardrobe, followed by blind Karolko, his saxophone around his neck.

‘Just a few days, Grandpa,’ he stuck up for Sabina.

‘Where is she going to sleep? In your room?’ Winnetou was horrified. ‘You would like that, wouldn’t you?’

He paced up and down for a while lost in thought, his hands behind his back. He looked after Karolko and guarded him jealously. He was worried about him.

‘All right then, you may stay. But I want no mischief!’ he said, wagging his finger at Sabina. ‘You leave Karolko alone!’

‘I’m not taking him away from you!’ she blurted out.

‘I do know women!’ Winnetou said, raising his eyebrows. ‘They cause bad blood among menfolk.’

‘She’s not like that, Grandpa,’ Karolko objected.

‘Oh yeah? How do you know that?’ Winnetou laughed.

‘You’ve made friends already? Behind my back? All right then. But only for a few days. And then dja andre to Krompachy, double quick! This is where you’ll sleep!’ he said, pointing at the couch in the kitchen. ‘Or else!’

Sabina was relieved. She was happy to be able to stay with Karolko. But nobody was as happy as Olda Novák. He was so pleased he started patting Winnetou on the back and immediately offered to go and buy two bottles of wine to celebrate.

In the evening they threw a hashavel. Sabina had a drink, too, to get Ferdy out of her head. She didn’t want any of those memories to come back. The radio was turned on, Karolko had two glasses of wine and started competing with the radio to see who would play better. Then they turned off the radio because it was time for the news. Sabina wondered where all the cats had come from. She’d only seen one earlier that day but suddenly there were eight of them. They were black, striped, grey and ginger with bushy tails. They jumped about the wardrobes, chairs and the sideboard, climbed onto the table where the food was and helped themselves, and nobody chased them away. To mark the occasion Winnetou put on a white shirt and a bow tie and prayed at his little shrine, but he wouldn’t have any wine. Later on, though, he did have a glass, just to
Víťo Staviarsky cheer himself up. Soon Olda was in such high spirits that he leapt onto the table and started dancing, frightening the cats and overturning the glasses. He invited Sabina to dance, reached his arm out and pulled her up. Karolko sat in the wardrobe playing Romany dance songs but Olda asked for *Roll Out the Barrel* and later the *Firemen’s Song*. They danced on the table making the cats ran for cover under the wardrobe, meowing mournfully. Later on, as Karolko started playing fast csárdás, Olda clapped his hands and thighs like a Rom from the settlement and then he knelt down in front of Sabina, clutching at his heart as if declaring his love, and Sabina gently slapped his cheek and raised her skirt, but only a tiny little bit, so as not to make Winnetou angry. She felt great and almost fell over laughing at times as Olda pulled his funny faces. He did a handstand, shouting: ‘Csárdás handstand!’ and started dancing on his hands. When he did a complete flip in the air, Sabina gave a squeal. She was scared he might break his neck. But Olda’s feet landed firmly on the ground. And he went on somersaulting around the kitchen, turning all the chairs over. Sabina jumped off the table and when Winnetou wasn’t looking she gave Karolko a quick peck on the cheek. Olda sat down on the bed, out of breath, and started bragging about the times when he was a trapeze artist in the circus. He wanted to go out on the balcony to show them a difficult acrobatic trick on the railing but Winnetou stopped him saying he was drunk and no longer fit enough. But Olda argued he would manage because he came from an old artistic family. He was the great-grandson of Vítězslav Novák.

“Do you know who Vítězslav Novák was?” Olda shouted, filling the kitchen with his voice. Sabina didn’t have a clue.

“He was a great Czech composer!”

“Oh yeah? And what did he compost?” said Sabina, laughing so much the wine came squirting out of her mouth. For a moment she thought Olda got offended because he went quiet. But he was at it again a minute later, lifted a chair and started walking around the kitchen with his arms outspread, balancing the backrest on his nose. Then Winnetou walked over to the sideboard and took out a case. Inside was a beautiful violin, all shiny. He sat down on the couch next to Sabina, plucked the strings, raised his chin high and started playing a wonderful, plaintive song. Karolko stopped blowing his horn, everyone fell silent and listened, only a cat under the bed was meowing. And right in the middle of the beautiful song, as if by design, the cuckoo clock chimed midnight. Winnetou said it was getting late, stopped playing, and put the violin back in the cupboard. And although Sabina still felt like dancing and Olda offered to go and get some more wine, Winnetou didn’t let him, saying he had to work in the morning. Sabina suddenly felt dizzy and had to sit down on the couch. She saw triple, three Oldas instead of just one. She wanted to ask him something about her mum but fell asleep immediately.

**Translated by Julia and Peter Sherwood**

The book *Kale Shoes* (*Kale topanky*) was published by Marenčin PT, Bratislava, 2012.

---

**VÍŤO STAVIARSKY (1960)**
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O ur new neighbour sprang a surprise on us. Sprang is a good word. Sprang on us. As if he’d come from nowhere. He made me think of the snowman in the children’s riddle. They call me a man, but I’ve no wife, they gave me a body but not a life, and so on. Only this was no snowman, he was a man. A fellow. One proper stallion. By that I mean to say he exuded masculine sexuality. He wasn’t standing under the window but on the terrace of a red-brick villa. The villa was opposite. Opposite, by that I mean on the other side of the street. I mention it only for the sake of order.

He was standing there and drinking tea. He had a cup in his hand. I’m deducing. The cup was too big for coffee. It was a good deal more probable than a snowman being there. Because winter was past. That was the second piece of bad news in recent times. The closure of Mrs. Semkova’s grocery on the corner of Timrava Street and Koza had ruined our Christmas. Ruined. I use the word advisedly. Following the New Year the building work began there. A week ago there was a notice hanging on the entrance door. Cafe el Escorial. Cafe el Escorial. That it had anything to do with the new neighbour, we were not in a position to deduce this at the time. We did not have sufficient indications. Or information. There was nothing to analyse. If we’d nonetheless made the effort, it would have been pure speculation. Zu and I loved to speculate. But only about what had not happened. If something had happened really and truly, one should not speculate about it. Dad used to say that.

We decided we would not set foot in Cafe el Escorial. We would not speak about it. We would not take account of it. We would behave as if nothing. As if Mrs. Semkova’s grocery were still there at the corner of Timrava Street and Koza. As if she’d only gone off somewhere. Leaving her Back in a moment! notice hanging on the door. I’m not talking about what we did in the end. I’m talking about what we decided. We didn’t like changes in our locality. In our lives. A new business and a new man had appeared in our locality. We couldn’t stand him even before we set eyes on him. Countering what we didn’t like, we put up defences with promises. We promised that for us the new neighbour would be like the air, unseen.

There he stood in a white shirt. Holding a cup in one hand. A saucer in the other. Sometimes he sipped from it. The cup. Only Alte drinks tea from a saucer. When he’s drunk. If he gets it as far as his mouth. Zu can be ruthless towards him. Sometimes she won’t give him any tea. She won’t even allow me to give him tea. After what he did to Zu he’s not going to get any tea from us. The new neighbour told us that in Asia too they drink tea from a plate. He told us that when we’d introduced ourselves. We hadn’t wanted to be introduced to him. Lots of things we hadn’t wanted to do. But we did them. Me especially. From fear, I think.

Someone may say: that’s not abnormal, getting introduced to your neighbour! Which is true. And again someone else will say: getting introduced to your neighbour, waste of time! And again that’s true. But what is truth as against real life? Truth is not yet wisdom, and wisdom often doesn’t have much in common with truth. Truth ought to be headed in the direction of good. Otherwise it’s just polishing the ego of moralists. I know that much from Dad. For the moment we’d had enough about truth. And about the new neighbour too. I’m talking about him only because I regard unsorted information as being worthless. The only way I can sort the items is by using them. I’m using memories in telling the story. There they sort themselves out.

Dad used to say it wasn’t good enough to be afraid of new things. It’s better to get to know them. Afterwards they’re not so new. So there’s no need to be afraid of them. He said that many times. He told me I ought to remember it. I don’t have a problem with that. Don’t be afraid of new things. Try to get to know them. It’s a long time since he said it to me. I remember it. I understand it. And even so it’s no help. Once again I have such a fear of everything new, they can lock me up any time. I’ll tell them everything. I feel like a felon all the time. I’m having breakfast and I’m not sure if I’m committing a criminal act. A criminal act is something they can punish me for. Punish. Yes. There were many times when it seemed to me that what I was doing was all right. But they punished me for it afterwards. For example, when I managed to eat nearly a whole Saint Joseph they shouted at me. I’m a little bit less frightened only when I’m talking. I can only talk about what I know. Or what I make up. Sometimes I’m not able to distinguish precisely between what I really know and what I know only because I think that I know it. It comes in handy that Dad managed to get me deprived of legal
responsibility. Officially. In reality, legal responsibility never had any effect on me. Alte used to make fun of me, saying that when I was a child I had Mama sitting on my head. When he said that he used to laugh loudly. He made me laugh too, every time. Zu didn’t like his humour. I don’t know who my biological mother is. That’s a good thing. That’s good. I’d always be tempted to look at her bottom. To imagine her sitting on my head. It’s got disadvantages too. I’m constantly looking at every woman’s bottom. Alte always told me I didn’t know how to look.

Pejo, all you know how to do is gape. One day they’re going to split your gob.

Gob?

Or head.
The whole head?
The whole head.
The knowledge that before the law I was without legal responsibility made me noticeably calmer. Dad had to sacrifice a lot in order to acquire that status.

... it’s the same as if we’d put an ad in the newspapers, saying that Pepo is mad.
The devil always shits in bulk, mother said.

That made me burst out laughing. Words like arse and shit always seemed hilarious to me. As time went on others were added to those. All of them indecent. Till they told me they were indecent it wasn’t clear to me why I was laughing at them.

I know that now. Today I laugh when I remember that once I found them funny.

Is that normal? my classmates asked. Alien people.

It wasn’t. So they deprived me of legal responsibility. Dad could not have done me a better service. He’d never have decided on that, if it wasn’t that various people started taking an interest in our villa. Everyone who rang our doorbell learned that we would gladly exchange it for a little house in the country. They learned that from me. Understandably. A little house just below the forest was my dream. With a horse grazing beside. Still is. To open the door was my job. Dad couldn’t sound on his feet. Zu couldn’t see. Mother never had any effect on me. Once again I’m chuckling.

So then, we’ve got a new neighbour. I’m not losing the thread. Just that it’s bothering me an awful lot. In my head. On my tongue. My head can’t stand disorder. It responds defensively by forcing me to talk. Apart from that, I must wait till Zu finishes playing. Whenever anything disturbs her, what she does is sit at the piano and play. I must wait till she finishes playing. She turns round on the stool. Inclines her head. Smiles.

... so what have we got that’s new in our looney little head?

It will flow out of me as if through a ruptured dike.
The villa opposite. The one built of small red bricks. That must have been frightful work. It’s a fine villa. With a terrace like our own. But it’s all full of cracks, the effects of the rain and snow and all those climatic things. Mainly in winter. Brrr, I can’t stand winter.

Pejo, why’re you telling me this?

We have a new neighbour. I know, Zu said quietly.

She turned to the piano. She began playing again. Once more Rachmaninov. Rachmaninov is tremendous. Zu plays him when she’s unhappy. Sometimes half unhappy. Sometimes half unhappy.

"Unsorted information is worthless. It degrades even me. When there’s a lot of it, I talk it through. In that way it gets sorted. Dad advised me to do this. Zu liked it too. Mostly. That’s why I’m talking. I don’t need anyone to agree with me. I need someone to understand me. At least one person. Zu was often able to give me that feeling."

How am I supposed to love you, when I don’t understand you? Dad asked me.

The firemen had just left.

I’m not given anything to eat, they had learned from me.

There was a huge oak in front of our villa. It’s still there. An enormous oak full of years. Quercus robur. I managed to climb it. I didn’t manage to climb down. My shoe betrayed me. It fell. They got me down from the tree.

If something is bothering you, talk to me about it, Zu
urged me that night in bed.

We were lying crossways. Then it was still possible.

Wè’d fit in the space. We looked like two little Jesuses.

In nightdresses. With splayed arms. Safely and cosily crucified.

Don’t you like being with us? Dad returned to the episode with the firemen at breakfast next day.

I do.

How could you think of saying that we don’t give you anything to eat?

No one would pity me for the truth.

And what’s the truth?

I was interested to see if you’d look for me.

For a while nothing happened, we just ate. Then Dad spoke again.

Pejo, does Zu matter to you? Do I?

Yes.

Do you know what the question means?

Yes.

I’m asking if it interests you how we are. How we’re feeling.

Yes.

Today we are sad.

Don’t you like it here?

We do. We’re at home here. We want it to be home for you too.

Yes.

If something matters to you, you don’t want it to be troubled.

Are you troubled?

We are troubled for you.

Yes.

After breakfast Dad rose and came over to me. He caught me by the chin.

Pejo, this is important. I don’t have to like the way you see the world. But I want to know what is happening in your head. In future, try asking me first.

Yes.

If I don’t understand you, I won’t be able to love you.

Yes.

Will you manage to remember that?

Yes.

Right. Because it’s really important.

I remember everything.

It was magnificent of Dad that he dealt with me like a reasonable human being. Maybe it would be better to use another word. Magnanimous. Magnanimous is better. I feel quite unsure of myself with abstract concepts. I like them. They have an effect on me like flags. Something festive. With Dad likewise I have a festive feeling. That’s why I use festive-sounding words in connection with him. It was magnanimous of Dad that he dealt with me like a reasonable human being.

Translated by John Minahane.

The book ZU was published by Kalligram, Bratislava, 2011.

SILVESTER LAVRÍK (1964) is a multifaceted personality in the Slovak cultural world. For the general public, he is well known as prose writer, poet, playwright, script writer, text writer and director. After studies at the Šafárik University in Prešov he studied direction at the Academy of Fine Arts in Bratislava. He has worked in several environments and has gone through numerous jobs. Currently he is acting as director in theatres in Slovakia and the Czech Republic. He also works as project manager for Radio Litera and Radio Klasika in Bratislava. Lavrík has written 9 dramatical pieces (e.g. Katarína (1996), Worlds behind the village (Svety za dedinou, 1999), Sota (2001). He also wrote collection of short stories called Allegro Barbaro (2002), and a monodrama Villa Lola (2004), and other prose works Pen drawing (Perokresba, 2006). His first novel called ZU (2011) has been nominated for the prestigious Anasoft litera literary prize among ten finalists in 2012. Lavrík has received numerous awards for his dramatical works. His writings also appear in anthologies such as Sex in the Slovak way 2. Double-sexed short stories anthology about sex (Sex po slovensky 2. Dvojpohlavná poviedková antológia o sexe, 2005) or 5x5 (Anthology of contemporary Slovak prose, 2011).
Ján Litvák

BRATISLAVA UPANISHADES

VARANASI

The first journey to the ghat. Every morning. Through mouldering alleys. Round the spiritual treehouses. By the smoke-grimed skyblue doors. In his quilt, as in a hollow of time, a mummy slumbers. Rise up, alive or dead. I see you. Dadaji is bringing a pail of splashing milk.

Slithering steps go froglike on the slippery bricks. Barefoot. The soles slurp. They weave round the cowdung patches and the blood-red spittle-blobs. From betel-chewers, splatterers.

A cow is chewing a greenish plastic bag. Taste well? Hunger’s a good sauce.

Flowers. Language a different way. Money in the hand. Gazes. Eyes. Steps to the water. Under the water. Steps for entering this water. Bustle on the bank. Young lads in festive garb and masks train their eyes on the gaunt figure’s briefs. Hey, easy on that soap. Put that trident away somewhere. This is my stone. I am drinking this water. I am praising this ground.

Scientists, especially the sceptical ones, are pricks. The cows have more knowledge of these places. Things are sacred. Splendour is a mysterious hidden element and one does not joke about its nature. This place had taken hold of me before I set foot here. It drew me out of the body. Poured me through beautiful blue tunnels like a river.

Four or five of us at least have come to Varanasi. Where will we sleep? What’ll we eat? Varanasi was drawing me out of the body and lodging me back in it for the entire journey. I was still at home, yet already I had been to Varanasi several times. I know my way round here like a hundred-year-old Brahmin.

* * *

A feeling, like you’d been intimately kissed by a buffalo. What have they given me? Violent as a poison. The symptoms of death have made a quick onset. Suddenly, unmistakable signs of real life. A different way of looking. Narrow paths. Watch out, a flying carpet. Cobra. Every creature, every form to its own image.

I am walking in a sudden twilight. It swarms through the lanes, the unlighted places. Instantaneously – for a long while now I’ve been watching how they’re boiling milk. A lightbulb glows faintly, attached only to a wire. Just firmly enough, I suppose, not to fall in the bubbling kettle. That much light is sufficient. Round the corner there’s even less.

Go where the latecomer shadows are rushing to. Needless to say: an orgy. Hands outstretched with little clay pitchers, with mugs of tin. It’s boiling there. Hey, who am I here with? Someone has brought me here. Should I too reach out my hand? A thorn-apple on the board. A prickly mine, green as a chestnut shell, on the dirty, dully polished board. And in the milk? A ladle. The liquid is poured out. Liberally. Even over heads, bald patches, jug-ears, necks, shoulders. Thank you. No. I see. With another way of looking. Who am I here with? And where can one still go now? At most it’s a few steps more. Millimetres of shuffling. To the navel of the world, where I shall be joined with my own navel.

My head splits open at the temple like a hazelnut. To the sky. Indigo, the river of heaven flows. With stars. Voices, flying night birds. Feathers rustling instead of hair. Hammering of little beaks. As if they were building their nests and pairing off. And singing of love. Crackle of fur. Scent of hide. The world has enough space for love – as much as will fit under a split hazelnut. Uncontrolled, the heavenly particles fly in. Insects have disappeared. They do not exist, like the register of things hitherto. Disappearance of the world in pure darkness.

It’s not the first time. Careful with your further steps. This is the bank. Of the Ganges. Hand in the water. Hand on forehead. The gates are opened.

What’s floating there? Flames. And between them a dead man. He extends his arms. A little bit. What if that dead man is (a little bit) me?

* * *

Burning hot. At the Dashaashwamedh Ghat there are naked lads with lazy smiles. Ash instead of clothes. Sometimes I’m in the body. At any time. I drink water, I eat honey, I don’t eat jam, I smoke – then. The floating continues. I am walking next to an ark that is hidden from human eyes. A stone-breaker. An earth-breaker. An airship for us, an airship.

Now I am not a human being. I am now I. Even right at the moment when I’m buying little rare objects. Amber. I drink tea by a miserable tent. Not far off there are stray dogs with no fur, just random blotches of lice-ridden hair on an emaciated hip. Eventually I wash the glass with my fingers under a dribble from the battered teapot.

One more tea at the neighbouring tent. I’ll get the tea in a little disposable bowl of unburnt clay, and after drinking I’ll throw it among the shards on the
opposite side of the footpath. It will break. Afterwards I translocate myself within these archaic times. Movement of the uncommon type that Chlebnikov described: They lead me like a bodhisattva, on an elephant.

* 

We are walking among archaic buildings. One of the oldest cities in the world. It stands on the towers of submerged temples from distant ages. There are structures here to which no pilgrim is permitted access. Where are the hidden entrances to these places?

Stair-like broken streets lead round a little tower-dwelling. From a recess something like a man cranes out. An ancient precursor of these people, with frank eye contact. Waving his hand in the air, like a pony pawing with his foreleg. He unwraps a knotted bundle on a flat footworn stone. Carefully he extracts a button and looks at us enquiringly.

“Looks like he wants to sell it to you,” Erika says. I shake my head. Carefully he puts the button back in the bundle and takes out a ball of twine. Now he seems to want to sell the twine. I shake my head. He gazes helplessly before him. Going back into the recess, his narrow tower, he entices us to come in, but there’s hardly sufficient space for himself. Hard to imagine how he sleeps. Wound up in a ball? With feet out on the street? How does he get on with his neighbours? Probably he doesn’t disturb them too much with loud music. Or does he sing by night?

He spends a while searching for something he could sell. Between the bare walls. Once again he offers the little ball of twine, but without urgency. Who knows if he ever had today’s legal tender in his hand? What value do these things have for him? We shrug our shoulders and go. To my dying day it will haunt me, whether I ought to have bought something from him, and instead I just walked away and left him. An untouched, rare human kind set deep in its historic times. Maybe that man was what it was all about.

* 

O holy illiteracy. To write or not?

* 


* 

Chandogya Upanishad (134/III.7.2.2.) “There are various colours of the sun, created by emanation of the essences of the different Vedas. And the essences of essences, the nectar of nectars, are the Upanishads.”

Khajuraho

Plants are not mischievous, nor are they ungrateful.
LENZ MOSER

A plant will feed whoever it wishes, and it has its own reasons for that. If need be, it will use all its resourcefulness.

Translated by John Minahane

The book Bratislavské upanišády (Bratislava Upanishades) was published by F.R&G, Bratislava, 2007.
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LENZ MOSER

A plant will feed whoever it wishes, and it has its own reasons for that. If need be, it will use all its resourcefulness.

Translated by John Minahane

The book Bratislavské upanišády (Bratislava Upanishades) was published by F.R&G, Bratislava, 2007.
Strawberry Bees

Waterfalls of bees
and snakes all around these.
Something sleeps in man with every sting.

Sleep is
a flock of greenish-feathered birds,
strawberry honey plate-high poured.

Konarak

That necklace the cow trod on was a dancer’s, who
used to dance the whole night through.
I gallop across the river on a giraffe.
The clay disintegrates as her hooves race.
Clay on the earth’s face,
grass on the ruins,
peace that the polished sand of days produced.

Only the days explore a side of us
that no one ever has perused.
Finally today we will
learn what the fakir of Konarak said,
a hundred years ago, about the miracle.

Enough to sit upon a rock
and from the noise to guess which throats:
a flock of monkeys or a flock of goats?

Through vanished lanes the goddess guides
each who’ll go barefoot with her hence,
even to dark impermanence,
see her bottom sway.
Things of the world find order their own way.

What good is civilisation’s spasm?
Man’s key to himself is in his empty palm.
Binoculars will pick out nothing from afar
if it’s not present here and round about,
if a goldblue eye’s not gazing into thought.

After the girl, a slender trace
of a cool spot remains in the grass.

The Principal Language of Water

Pilgrim, remember these words, whenever you wade into
water.
(Inscription in the sands.)

Water is the strongest.
How many have waded into water before you?
Ask the days, when you return.
Follow the flight of heaven’s birds and the heavenly
bodies, the counter-currents, the shine and the
dulled fury of the surface that hungers.
Share your food with water, with the fishy smell and
the ducks.
Don’t disturb them while feeding.
You step barefoot into water and you carry your life in
your hands.
The cormorants’ shriek is more intelligible to water
than human words.
The shrilling of the kingfishers, whose nest the
fishermen knocked over, will forever be repeated by
the reeds as their most cryptic song.

Murmur accompanies every movement, but there are
more silent surfaces too.
Water journeys onwards.
Traverses the bodies of pilgrims.
Splashes over them.
Have you praised that language?
Have you heard that tongue?
Where were you, if you were not by water?

Give water to flowers and the slender arboreal kinds.

Water is the strongest.
Speech that is uttered by water will remain in the land,
and above the surface it shall be borne afar.
The riverbank, fortified by the alders’ roots, is
a rendezvous of the land’s defensive powers.
The secret of the soil’s fertility is guarded by the trees,
to which the rivers tune their flow.
The sough of the willow leaves is an echo of the mother
tongue.
Whether you have a brother or none, along the
waterline you are blood brother of the savage who
understands all important things, even though he
understands no others.

Translated by John Minahane

The book Oranžová tráva (Orange Grass) was published
by F.R&G, Bratislava, 2013)
dekrét* of the deep forests devastated by mining and smelting
(full of animals but minus the hunting-lodge lords as nimrods)
 post reconstructed the woodlands for us with manifold competence
[voice: he planted a world of his own]
and today even blown hither and thither they do not touch
the cuckoo concealed in her nest ...
brooks you may vainly scream celadon inflow alfèia
witterers chatterers
they have nonetheless flown away
free-floaters 
[voice: the birds of heaven]
et hic sunt:
(in places a well of doubts springs of insolubilities)
the lost ones perhaps now a rabble appreciated nothing
they were ignorant of the advances in monasterology and over the ruins they blindly reeled – footed about
they seek the entrance to the forest and shall not find without transcendence fief-folk
[voice: scarecrows in the field]
wee big cities in a wee big country
ach simpletons woodenheads one was called
please believe me really i’m a good analyst
not so much a mirror more a kaleidoscope
*dekrét= Jozef Dekret Matejovič (1774-1841), famous as a pioneer of reforestation in Slovakia.
Samuel, Zwentibold = two famous rulers of the Central European Slavs, Samo (7th century) and Svätopluk (9th century).
teaching in the field (city)
the taste-cleansing bite signalled a time of transformations insufficient for the wine’s maturity
our palate can register only the candy-stick culture to which we have finally made our way
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Peter Šulej

(just occasionally somewhere or other stealthily
we observe the aged angels
swords safely in their scabbards
beautifully adorned

in a chinese bistro knights of the rosary after the
sunday sermon
to mouths to eyes sweet sour young bibles
you could have been the girl with pearls in her hair
ach lazybones... woven twig of a cherry tree
in the downwards current
schelinger
towards budapest

and hundred-towered too / to more than one
smíchov karlin libčeh...
libuša had never seen the like
výšehrad old town město nové...
blow-ins & outsiders
štěšovice strašnice vysočany vršovice...
/ mother /
žižkov braník nusle...
/ of cities

[to know how much more you can get away with that’s
what the city’s all about
and poetry too
(he who opened the first wing and wasn’t a tuner
would have a tale to tell)]

afterwards there were many who strayed in the country
of the niebelungs...

in the end farther even than the eye of brennan the

Translated by John Minahane


Maroš Krajňák

zurück, reißt ein knisterndes Säckchen auf und gibt es dem Mädchen. Er nennt der Zigeunerin den Preis. Sie zählt ihm die Münzen stumm in die Hand. Der Wirt, der sich auch als Lebensmittelhändler betätigt, ist ein intelligenter Mensch. Er verkauft fast an das ganze Dorf billige Lebensmittel, billige Kosmetikartikel, billige Zigaretten, billigen Alkohol. Die Zigaretten und Kinderwindeln verkauft er stückweise. Reich machen ihn vor allem die arbeitslosen Alkoholiker und die Zigeunerkerinder, die auf dem Weg in die Schule immer Süßigkeiten kaufen. Der Wirt ist sich bewusst, dass er seinen Kunden die ungesündeste und schlechteste Ware anbietet, aber er verhindert, dass seine Selbstvorwürfe tiefer einwirken, indem er sich innerlich zuflüstert: „Etwas anderes würden sie ohnehin nicht kaufen, sie würden es ohnehin nicht kaufen.“


Übersetzt von Simon Gruber

Das Buch Entropie (Entropia) erschien im Verlag Trio Publishing, Bratislava 2012
In Brežany the war actually started a number of times.

His arms full of papers, the news vendor shouted in the square: War’s broken out! That was when the Italians invaded Ethiopia in nineteen thirty-five. It’s said that came as such a shock to the notary, Mr Levendovský, that his pince-nez fell into the coffee he was drinking in Puškár’s pastry shop and broke. Well, yes – maybe it only slipped into a half-eaten cream and custard pastry and got a bit spattered with cream – but like that it sounds duly dramatic. That was the first time.

Ever since then and for the rest of his life my father hated the Italians – he couldn’t understand why they had used planes and machine guns to attack fleeing half-naked natives armed only with arrows. Fuming with rage, he declared they were nothing but degenerate Romans, the terminal stage of a great ancient civilization that once proudly dominated Europe and nowadays could do nothing better than hang around in the street and wolf-whistle at girls. It’s true that also requires a certain skill, but...

He didn’t change his opinion even when the Cat Man, Fellini in Italian, appeared on the scene with his films, which everyone, myself included, immediately adored. Along with the loiterers and whistling.

The second time the war began was in the summer of 1938.

Mum used to say that warm, peaceful, serene summer was the most beautiful in many years. The very air persuaded us that the world was a safe and fragrant place. Freshly bottled plums and apricots gleamed in the cellar when we happened to steal in there and open a jar before we should, the lid under pressure making a popping sound. I remember that Vojto got a beautiful dark-brown boomerang from his father then and we spent whole days playing with it. Occasionally it flew off into the raspberry bushes at the end of the garden and we had to go and look for it, but in the end we learned to throw it so that it came back for us to catch.

The tension in Brežany culminated with the departure of the young men, who were compelled to enlist. A blackout was imposed and the local radio kept drawing attention to the fact. Vojto and I spent hours searching the sky in the expectation of the first air raid. We just couldn’t imagine it and therefore we were rather looking forward to it.

Vojto told me that when he went for a pee in the night
the light was still on in the kitchen. His father was sitting there, preoccupied with cleaning his service weapon. He was doing it very thoroughly, while from the radio came an announcer’s voice that was going on about some German town, somewhere over the hills and far away. Munich. As the Slovak name Mnichov reminded me of monks (mních) it conjured up an image of a monastery – cold walls, shaven heads and Jesus hanging on the cross at every corner.

The next day, when my father was making his way through the square to Armin’s barber’s shop a usual, someone agitatedly explained to him that we had surrendered the Sudetenland to Germany. This really didn’t mean anything whatsoever to me. At first I supposed it was some building components, and then that it must be something sweet. To my great disappointment no planes came flying over – although I dreamed about it several times in the night.

A couple of days later, at the beginning of October, a Slovak autonomous government was constituted, led by a certain priest who was hanged for that a few years later. Jozef Tiso was on the plump side and rumour has it that the hanging did not go too smoothly. But for the time being everything was being put in order again. People were glad that Slovakia was becoming independent, and others that declared the Soviet Union to be a fine country. Or that Czechoslovakia was a good thing. Or that to his aunt she had died the next day. Then for some similar reason he had refused to be X-rayed and left in a hurry. Dad found out that his name was Gajdoš and he was the secretary of the local branch of the People’s Party.

When Dad was having a shave a few days later, Uncle Armin came out with the rumour that Dad was to be removed from Brezňany and that the Hlinka Guard had a hand in it and that Dad’s colleague Doctor Ducký had his fat fingers in the pie too. Ducký had his surgery in the Main Square and claimed that Dad was stealing his patients and undercutting him by asking far too little for the different procedures, while he couldn’t even arrive at a reliable diagnosis. Dad knew that spreading such rumours abroad worked better than if Ducký had submitted a complaint to the Medical Chamber.

And then one evening, on returning from his rounds, visiting his patients, he found a letter awaiting for him in the letter box. It read: “As on the basis of a denunciation a suspicion has arisen that your origin is not purely Aryan, the Municipal Notary’s Office urges you to submit for inspection at the earliest date birth certificates of your ancestors, and that going back to the fifth generation.”

Although this was no easy task, Dad complied with the request and for a while there was peace.

When a week later another letter arrived, together with an application form to join the Hlinka Guard, he went around lost in thought, only giving one-word answers to any questions, and in the end he filled it in and sent it off without consulting anyone. He told me this many years later – when our conversation had only one listener, though two participants. Dad claimed he had wanted to protect Mum, but he may have done it simply to be left in peace.

He subscribed to the Gardista. On the very first page it published contributions and speeches by leading German Nazis, combined with weird militant rhymes, which were produced with zest for example by Ján Smrek, the idol of Vojto’s mother Natália, or the promising young poet Ján Kostra. One of these was called Before the Battle and we had to learn it by heart at school: 

May a Slovak stone/harden in our catapults/Oh, someone will be cut down/oh someone will fall face down/oh someone will lick their wounds/in the Slovak soil...!

As editor-in-chief they chose the writer Milo Urban, who after the war was one of the first to realise that above all people adore reformed sinners and he wrote a history of the Slovak state from the point of view of a convinced communist. After all, the Bible is also full of stories of radical conversions – these are among the greatest hits.

And as you could never be quite sure you were not being observed by someone’s inquisitive eye, at the beginning
of the year Dad ordered a beautiful monograph about the Hlinka Guard with a moving speech by Emo Bohúň. It remained, however, carefully wrapped up in paper with the cash-on-delivery receipt stuck under the edge. In this form it later ended up ceremoniously among the waste paper collected for recycling.

A similar fate awaited the splendid epic publication about the Hlinka Transport Guard, which my father received along with a recommendation which read: *Brother Eduard Gajdoš has been appointed by the editorial office and administration of the publication HTG-Its Establishment and Work for the purpose of its distribution and sale. The Headquarters of the Vth Division of the HTG in Brežany highly recommends it, as it also includes the history of the Brežany HTG.*

And as this history covered an incredibly short space of time, everyone who was allowed to contribute to the book zealously swore that on 5th June 1938 during the great demonstration for autonomy in Bratislava, where ardent speeches had been made to the effect that the Czechs had not kept to the Pittsburgh Agreement, they had heroically been right on the spot. If not actually physically present, then at least in spirit.

I came to realise a long time ago - and not just like this in the night, in an empty, almost non-existent house, with several drops of Noax diffusing in my brain – that the history of Slovakia consists of proving that you were in the right place at the right time.

To demonstrate this – what were you doing, for example, on 14th March 1939? In each case one of two answers is suitable, cross out whichever does not apply: I was shouting at the top of my voice in Hlinka’s Square and my windows were decorated with garlands. / On that day I most certainly did not go to any place of importance - I was planting gladiolas in my garden.

Were you in Bystrica on 29th August? Answer: Of course, from early in the morning! / Where is Bystrica actually?

Did you shout “Hurrah” on 25th February 1948 in some suitable square, let’s say Stalin’s? (Second possibility – You crazy?! In the flu season?!) I’m sure that on 21st August 1968 you were without doubt standing in front of a tank with a terrifying barrel pointing at your bared chest (Or – in the opposite case – you were welcoming friendly troops with a bunch of red carnations, which from a distance of space and time could look as if you were standing in front of a tank with a terrifying barrel pointing at your bared chest.)

Translated by Heather Trebatícká

This book THE HOUSE OF THE DEAF MAN was published by PT Marčenčin, Bratislava, 2012

---
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Der kleine Junge, er heißt Son – wie es als Nachsilbe nordischer Nachnamen gebräuchlich ist - mag weder fremde Haushalte noch größere Gesellschaften. Und am meisten graut es ihn vor größeren Gesellschaften in fremden Haushalten. Er bleibt auf der Türschwelle stehen, kehrt sofort um, entwischt durch die Beine seiner Eltern.

"Weg, weg!" drückt er deren Knie auseinander.


Wie einmal ein Prager Adliger über seine kleine Schwester schrieb. Als Kinder waren sie zur Erziehung in einem deutschen Pensionat gewesen und hatten die Fürstin von Thurn und Taxis besucht. Als diese sie fragte, was sie sich wünschte, hatte seine kleine Schwester gesagt, dass sie es gerne aussprechen würde, doch es sei unartig. Sehr unschön. Es beginne mit W. Die Fürstin drängte.

Das Mädchen: Weg! Weg!


Die Städte der Masken wechseln. Sie wie Masken wechseln.

Sich die Entfernungen aussuchen, die Orte der Erreichbarkeit.

Die Wege und die Kneipen.

Rosa: Im Stadtzentrum gibt es ein Display, auf dem blinken das Datum, die Uhrzeit und die aktuelle Temperatur. Darunter stehend verkürzt sich mir unauffällig mein Leben. Es läuft davon. Es ist eine Warnuhr: der Zeitmesser vergeudeter Tage, Monate, Grade Celsius.


Die Provinz und Lapa. Das schlimmste Stadtviertel.


Übersetzt von Andrea Reynolds
Das Buch Weg! Weg! (Preč! Preč!) erschien im Verlag Marenčin PT, Bratislava, 2012.

Jana Beňová (1974)
Mária Ferenčuhová

THE PRINCIPLE OF UNCERTAINTY

I.

The summer is not going, it stays like inflammation on stuffy roads, warm stone, no trace of steps (and yet humidity in the air); wounds are not healing, the same movement every afternoon – to wipe the dust from one’s eyes and the oil from hot wheels. October.

Not even return: continuance in crevices – the city doesn’t remember, nor do you wish to: numb footsoles, chapped hands, why not admit – a strait, a passage, from behind the corner surfacing instead of (another) memory, a street. Another one. Identical.

And a madman on the platform, quite desolate (no one is scared of him any more), change at Réaumur-Sébastopol: on the very top a man is sleeping in his socks, a bandage sticking out of one, but hardly anyone dares cover his nose.

Behind the window without blinds someone gets drunk, quite solitary, behind a window with a blind I change my, make-up, I don’t air the place, I silently invoke the téléphone, till finally I fall asleep.

II.

A finger code, noise, secret entrances, to be angry with oneself for being (in the first moment) unrestrained, for being (in the second) reasonable, and resent one’s loneliness — where’s the virtue in that?

A pin in someone’s stomach, a word in someone’s heart: quarantine, forty days of silence. Aflame, cellophane, a scorched image, you infect the whole colony with yourself, and you’re surprised when they condemn you.

III.

There are wooden houses, plastered or just stuck together with cloth, carpets instead of walls, cables in the corners, dust in the joints and the wind under the door. A jug kettles, a microwave oven, a hot plate, someone who sleeps, not moving. He who follows meanders, not aware of the riverbanks bare of green, indifferent to the pavement: who continues on to where people ride camels with knapsack on back, where grey blocks of flats stand in the sand like a suburb, only they are burning, with tents below the Windows, a waterless fountain and the sky in flämes, you want to go back to the river, there’s no way, — not in the dream, and therefore not at all — you need only to open your eyes, run along the walls, burning carpets, acrid smoke, barefoot and apronless: those stairs are still there.
Photographs

An Endangered Species

1

A landscape – a map.
Houses scattered around
or quite washed away,
remnants of squares,
intersections with a perfect surface,
carefully drawn lanes,
black-white,
not a trace of blood,
an abandoned building site,
only the road is absorbed in mud
or mud licks up the road.

A little boy has lost interest,
dribbling the ball on another
playground.

Thousands of springlets, streams,
feeders
run on the rocks, gathering mass,
advancing, roaring,
and if you stumble,
first they go round you like a
pebble,
one actually halts or holds up the
stream,
others leap over, drag,
pass across,
trample down –
a bit further, downwards at a slant,
in the red heat

2

Clenched jaws, tight lips
– words corne anyway,
issue, flow,
and though the images sometimes
break in upon
speech,
in the end words rise from the
stream again.
I have joints, move my fingers,
articulate,
discover, grip: an axe for the essence,
either exactitude — or silence.

Translated by Marián Andričík
This Book was published by Ars Poetica, Bratislava, 2012.
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Love and Death at Christmas

snowed-over, the road disappeared before me. The GPS declared that the region I was entering did not exist. What if I’d blundered into Poland? I was running late, and the last village the satellite recognised lay twenty kilometres back and was called after a certain deciduous tree. It was one of the Slovak words that I’d mastered, because for some incomprehensible reason my learner’s textbook had it in almost every lesson.

What was I looking for in the north of Orava? There had to be something basically defective in my life if I was preparing to spend Christmas at a place that wasn’t on the map. In the festive season you’re supposed to relax, but I was in such stress that my heart was thumping and sweat was steaming on my forehead. I’d already been travelling for six hours, having despaired of finding any other transport in a country that plainly had more cars than people. What if the engine happened to break down now? I grabbed the steering wheel more tightly, so that my hands wouldn’t shake.

All I’d experienced during ten months in the country passed through my head in a flash. I had come to teach French literature at a university which by no means deserved that exalted name. In this eccentric land universities sprang up where there weren’t even secondary schools. The students read nothing and downloaded the contents of books from the web. Most of them thought Madame Bovary was an American film, Sartre a brand of rank cheese, and Deleuze some crooner on TV. They “wrote” their seminar works by the copy & paste method, from pages full of wretched secondary students’ essays. But how could I reproach my students for their duplications when the institution’s only qualified “dozent” had coolly copied his entire thesis from Czech? This was a place where scholarly research was equated almost with a Xerox service.

Just before the exams started the department heads informed me that I must not fail anyone, because this would mean grant money lost. The professional guarantor of the French department was a lady professor who spoke a kind of French that I couldn’t make head or tail of. At the beginning of the semester the young pro-rector set a task for the fourth years to research political motifs in Balzac; a few months later he collected their findings; and a year after that his new book on this theme was published.

Sophisticated methods were used only for the illegal collection of school moneys. I too forced upon my students dubious donor contracts, cheques for garage PLCs and invoices to the accounts of fictitious NGOs. The regular employees never saw a cent of the money acquired, while the bosses enjoyed not a few Pacific holidays. An even better source of income for the bosses was the awarding of honorary degrees to politicians, whom I never got to know except at these investitures.

It was enough for me to see the building at a distance, and I’d feel a frightful emptiness. As Christmas approached, the situation got worse. They stuffed so much brushwood into my staffroom that I didn’t even have a place to sit. Had the teachers brought the same verve to scholarship as they did to tinsel decorations and carol-singing, I’d long ago have been teaching at Slovakia’s École normale supérieure.

The breaking-point came on the day when my superiors informed me that to increase the volume of work published abroad they were founding a publishing house in the Ukraine and would issue their own “scholarly” books there. At a meeting of their so-called academic council I announced I was leaving in protest. In my own mind, however, I was not so sure, because that would mean losing the Paris grant, and above all – where would I go back to? My home in La Défense hadn’t been my home since the summer, just as my wife Denise hadn’t been my wife. But despite that, what I wanted was to return immediately.

But then I met her. Stasia wasn’t my student, she was in the lower year. I had never in my life seen such a beautiful young woman, actually still a girl. She had deep blue eyes, almost translucent skin, broad lips, pointed chin, and blond hair. Her receding cheekbones perfectly matched my idea of Slavic beauty. During consultation hours she came to ask if I’d discussed Érik Orsenna yet and asked me to recommend her titles from Duras. (She didn’t realise that they’d cancelled it because no one had signed on...) She wanted to know if I’d discussed Érik Orsenna yet and asked me to recommend her titles from Duras. I didn’t believe my own ears.

We started talking and we couldn’t stop. Stasia loved to read Camus in the original, and not only Albert but

“In the coming year I would only make love and die.”
also my own favourite Renaud, author of the scandalous French Expedition. She spoke practically without an accent, having spent one secondary year in Marseille. I couldn’t tear my eyes away from her. A torrent of thoughts and plans flooded upon me. I’d have liked to invite her to a café, but in that high-rise dump there was no such thing, just numberless pubs. Besides, there was a clause in my contract that strictly forbade me to start affairs with my students. Anything like that carried the risk of dismissal.

It occurred to me that together we might bring some life into this sink-hole. She accepted my plan, gave some good tips, and did most of the work. In June we organised a lecture by the young Bratislava film-maker Ernest Polto, and in November we had a guest appearance of the Astorka theatre group with their much-discussed play Elizabeth the Second. During the performance I learned the two-word name of the village on a roadsign. I braked, and the tyres skidded on the uncleared road. Following my instructions, I stopped at the end of the village. I didn’t see much, because the lamps gave light sparingly, but it looked a bit like an open-air museum. I advanced into the perfect silence of the night. In front of her house I could see Stasia, and everything else ceased to matter.

I took my baggage out of the boot, we embraced briefly, and I went into the wooden building. Though dead-tired, I managed the introduction to parents – a ritual with new girlfriends that had always terrified me – more easily than usual. The stocky father was heating caramel oil, alcohol and ham strips on the range, evidently a popular winter mixture for lubricating agricultural machines. But no, he poured tons of the yellowish liquid into little glasses and offered me one.

MICHAL HVORECKÝ (1976), prose writer, and publicist. He studied aesthetics at the University of Constantine in Nitra. He spent several years on research stays in United States (Iowa City University) and in Western and Central European countries (Belgium, Germany, Austria, Hungary). His debut collection of short stories Gatherers & Hunters (Lovci & zberači) was published in 2001. Hvorecký has also written novels Plush (Plyš, 2005), Eskorta (2007) and Danube in America (Dunaj v Amerike, 2010). His latest book Naum (2012) is again a collection of eleven different short stories focused on the central theme of the contemporary life in Bratislava and Central Europe more generally.

“Still in pyjamas, I received a glass of home-made cherry brandy, and immediately one more for the other wing. I would say that the French are a nation of alcoholics, but what could you call this? Immediately I put on my shoes, because on that day, from respect, one must not step barefoot on the ground. I did not have much breakfast, as they directed me to fast, but alcohol was not counted, so they kept on pouring me refills.”
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I had a sniff of the scalding glass. Hriatô, Central Europe’s illicit answer to absinthe. It shook me, and I felt a mild nausea. So as not to insult the hospitable gentleman, I tossed it down. After the second glass my pupils expanded; after a third I was hallucinating.

I made the acquaintance of ten of Stasia’s relatives and carefully learned their names. Though the night was well advanced, Mama offered me thick lentil soup with a wooden spoon. All the time I was hoping they’d allot me to Stasia’s bed, but they fixed me a nook in a corner of the elongated house. Though disappointed with the solitude, I slept like a trooper.

I was woken very early by knocking. I was glad that Stasia had come, but first her father burst in and only then – clad in costume! – his daughter. She patiently translated everything for me and interpreted my answers. On the day of Christ’s Nativity, if the first person who came with greetings was a woman, that would bring bad luck. A man must be first to come in to the guest. At that moment I couldn’t have imagined any custom more stupid.

Still in pyjamas, I received a glass of home-made cherry brandy, and immediately one more for the other wing. I would say that the French are a nation of alcoholics, but what could you call this? Immediately I put on my shoes, because on that day, from respect, one must not step barefoot on the ground. I did not have much breakfast, as they directed me to fast, but alcohol was not counted, so they kept on pouring me refills. Spirits had no effect on the father. Under every tablecloth in the house he put money, so that poverty wouldn’t get a grip on the family during the coming year. That seemed a good idea, so I imitated him, but alas, only with credit cards, because I had not brought cash of any kind, as if purposely. There would be no change in my teacherly poverty.

At ten there was a trip to the graves of dead ancestors. The little wooden graveyard on a steep rise was strewn with wreaths and dried flowers. We lit candles and deposited them in red lanterns. Honey wine was drunk and some of it poured on the graves, so that the dead would not be thirsty. I gaped at this pagan Slavic ritual which would have delighted Claude Lévi-Strauss, but Stasia told me that the family was Catholic.

Translated by John Minahane

The book Naum was published by Marečin PT, Bratislava 2012.

Pavol Garan

POEMS

The Idealist at Night

I don’t know about me, but my girl,
she must be a fairy.
She has to hover twenty feet above earth,
all the while playing the harp,
like apricot flowers raining down...

I repeat, when, looking over my pipe,
or across the yawning sink,

I take my bearings
in the folding mirror opposite –
between the tequila and gin,
between the pistachio nuts and the brandy –
and turn on my heel,
there’s nothing odd about me:
I too like to turn my head after women,
just that afterwards I need to resituate my hands:

the left one, the right...

I’ve always maintained that pure loneliness isn’t a state but a quality, from which one cannot part.

Naively, I still keep leaving death till the last moment.

And also I’ve never yet seen an actual harp.
Moment with a Knife

Behind the stooping pear-tree
by the house, this autumn too holds on
to its convictions.
    Holds on,
while the pilgrim birds from the north,
high up in flow, criss-cross
the leaves,
    while
in my cold room I,
over leaves of paper, still
with the sweet
point of a knife
expertly smooth my eyebrows,
and I’ve no one to whom I might surrender myself completely,
O benevolent
God,
with that
knife.

    While
in the tense fruit
on the table, all
night and
indeed
movingly,
an insect
suffers.

Sorcery

Tired after work,
I lie on the bench.

The cat’s been dozing
on my belly (happy
that she loves me,
I breathe more with the diaphragm.)

I’m testing –
whether I’ll notice when the sensual
clamour dies away
after her leap, the awareness
that we’re touching –
when I’ll cease to know
whether she’s still there
or has already gone.

Trick

Often in moments of weakness, when I shut my eyes,
he’s there,
on a nearby hummock,
behind the blackthorn,
intent on his aim –

the medieval archer.

In the bustling street,
in the murmuring café,
no one will notice the gentle
rustle of feathers,
the ominous creaking of leather gear,
of wood under stress.

Only I will hunch involuntarily
over the table,
I’ll cower behind a gaggle of friends
(forgive me),
I’ll take cover
behind a tree.

Or I’ll just squint
and gaze at him tensely
over bloody
shoulders.

Borderline

I close my eyes (they’re poison-berry bright),
I’d rather not know who's embracing you.
Each dawn, I guess who gutted me last night.
I’m only my own shell, I’m hollowed through.

I grimace... And he twigs, whoever’s been
sitting near me. And sits where he’s not seen.

I’m everything, but all under duress:
I write, but there is no one to address.

What I Meant

I pass my rutting time with verse
(such fervour is a wonder!);
distinct existences traverse
me, echoing like thunder.

Conscious that matter mars me
(from living it’s what bars me),
I take whatever’s stirring.
The story. That’s recurring.

Preparation for Winter
Oh, elderberry syrup! – who’d want more?
My sister’s boiling it. I’ll mix some for
the little fairy with the metalled teeth.
She’ll smile and say: Syrupy water. – Sweet.

I’m worried, will we have enough for our reserves?
Quality of ingredients I check, to calm my nerves.
But Mama’s looking at me with the fears
of Mamas ripe in years.

We’ve sacks of elderberries full – Mammy, don’t fear!
The fairy’s going to love me. She’ll get the recipe.
I see it plain: we’ve got an elderberry smell.
Together we have something that words just cannot
tell.

Event

Last night the Red and Cola Lovers’ Club
held session at The Two Apostles pub.
I took the window seat, and watched the sky
to see migrating fairgrounds passing by.

And yes indeed, when I had drained my glass,
blue rollercoasters overhead flew past.
The Balakryl flakes floating on that drink
were reminiscent of sardines, I think,
I’d swigged the lot, however, through the straw...
Or they were hot-air castles that I saw.
It’ll be in the minutes of the Red and Cola Lovers’
Club, at The Two Apostles pub.

Obligatory Doubts

Shouldn’t I write, adopting female gender,
about the scents of jasmine from the parks,
and ponder what will happen after Nature,
over my Pexeso with palms and sharks?

I’d call the mayflies, forest bugs and ticks,
and cursing, summon up from long before
all I invested in my errors, which
I’d openly acknowledge and deplore.

Suddenly everything would be so true.
True harmony of things, true reign of mind.
And true authentic pose of someone who
seeks himself thus, forever hopes to find –
so he can mumble from profound green deeps,
as if henceforth he could unceasingly
continue going forwards by retreats
and gather only for time’s majesty.

Translated by John Minahane
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27 ODER DER TOD MACHT DEN KÜNSTLER

Prolog

Nach drei Gläsern Rotwein zurückzukehren, das war ziemlich amüsant. Der Mann saß bereits am Tisch, die Beine übereinandergeschlagen, er hatte sich lässig im Stuhl zurückgelehnt. Mit dem freien Bein wippte er, um unauffällig dessen elegante Form in einem neuen italienischen Halbschuh bewundern zu können. Mit den Fingern trommelte er auf den Rücken eines dicken Buches.


Fällt irgendjemandem ein, um welches Motiv es vielleicht geht? – Ich kann Ihnen dabei soweit helfen, indem ich verrate, dass es sich um einen Vergleich handelt …“

Im Hörsaal herrschte absolute Stille. Die Aufmerksamkeit des Mannes wanderte von seinen Schuhen hin zu seinen langen, sorgfältig gepflegten Fingern. Er holte sich eine Zigarette aus dem Halbschuh und zündete sie an.

„Womit könnte man den Stapellauf eines Schiffes oder besser gesagt, eines neuen kühnen Seegelbootes, vergleichen, doch nur mit …”

„… mit einer Kantele?“ fragte eine beflissene Studentin.

Der Mann machte sich nicht einmal die Mühe, solch einem Staubkörnchen auch nur einen Blick zuzuwerfen, er pustete den nicht vorhandenen Dreck vom Fingernagel und seufzte.

Sie sich die Eleganz vor, mit welcher dieser romantische Vogel aufs Wasser aufsetzt, wie er den langen schlanken Hals streckt wie – “
“... eine Giraffe,” bemerkte jemand keck.
“Wie bitte?” fuhr der Mann zusammen.
“Nichts, Herr Dozent Krup,” sagte jemand anderes mit ernster Miene.
“Ach”, beruhigte sich der Mann. „Es schien mir, als ob ich Giraffe gehört hätte.“
Sorgfältig prüfte er den Zustand seiner Nägel an allen zehn Fingern, blinzelte zu den Schuhen hin und fuhr fort:
„Der Stapellauf eines Schiffes wird also verglichen mit einem Schwan, der auf der Wasseroberfläche eines Sees aufsetzt, der aufrechte Mastbaum ragt wie der Schwanenhals ...“
„... einer Giraffe“, kicherte irgendein Komiker.
„Wie bitte?” fragte der Mann.
„Nichts“, sagte jemand anderes, sich bemühend, seine ernste Miene zu bewahren.
„Einer Giraffe“, wiederholte es noch einmal jemand, das Wort und die dadurch inspirierte Vorstellung auskostend.
„Habe ich jetzt wirklich Giraffe gehört?” der Mann sprach nun mit deutlich höherer Stimme.
„Aber ganz bestimmt nicht“, sagte irgendjemand, die Worte träge langziehend.
Die Vorstellung der Giraffe, die aufs Wasser aufsetzt, hatte sich inzwischen aber schon in den Gedanken aller festgesetzt, der kollektive Held konnte das Kichern nun nicht mehr zurückhalten und brach in ein befreiendes Gelächter aus.
„Hören Sie“, ging der Mann zum Angriff über.
„Haben Sie jemals gesehen, wie ein Schwan aufs Wasser aufsetzt? Das ist in der Tat die verkörperte Eleganz, eine unvergleichbare Schönheit! Ach, diese verlangsamten Bewegungen, der Bogen seines langen Halses, der sich gerade streckt, wenn der Schwan wie eine weiße Wolke aufs Wasser aufsetzt – “
„Er fällt runter wie ein Stein“, sagte irgendein zynischer Amateurornithologe. „Platsch!“
Der kollektive Held stellte sich vor, wie ein fetter Vogel auf die Wasseroberfläche aufschlug, lebhaft vernahm er den komischen Laut, das Platschen, er spürte, wie ihm die Wassertropfen auf die nackte Haut spritzten und wie die Luft um ihn herum vibrierte wie unter einer Druckwelle, hervorgerufen durch eine riesige lebendige Masse. Und zu all dem hatte dieser Vogel einen Giraffenhals. Der kollektive Held wieherte laut los.
„Was denn, haben Sie noch nie einen Schwan gesehen?” rief der Mann.
Jemand schlug seinen Kopf auf den Tisch, ein anderer rutschte beinahe darunter.
„Der Schwan ist der schönste aller Vögel! Das Kalevala Symbol, der Schwan von Tuonela, der finnische Nationalvogel! Klickt es bei Ihnen immer noch nicht?” rief der Mann aufgebracht.
Auf seine hoffnungslos drängenden Fragen antwortete jedoch niemand, der kollektive Held war im Wirbel quietschvergnügten Taumels gefangen.
„Sie Gipfel der Ignoranz! Unkultivierte Idiotenbande! Ich schlepe Sie alle nach Finnland, an den Ohren ziehe ich Sie zur malerischen finnischen Seenlandschaft, ich werde Sie in einem Sommerhäuschen einschließen und Sie dazu zwingen, den ganzen Sommer lang sich auf dem Wasser niederlassende Schwäne zu beobachten. Ich lasse Sie von dort nicht weg, Sie können nichts anderes tun, nicht essen, trinken, schlafen, bis Sie nicht eingestehen, dass der Schwan der schönste aller Vögel ist, der weißeste aller Vögel, der wolkenhafteste aller Vögel!” tobte der Mann und über sein gebräuntes Gesicht rann der Schweiß.
Der kollektive Held amüsierte sich immer noch, doch das unkontrollierte Gelächter verstummte langsam. Der Witz war geboren, hatte seine wilde Zeit durchlebt und erbat auf natürliche Weise ab.
„Haben Sie in Finnland ein Sommerhäuschen?” fragte interessiert eine gewisse Person, und es lohnte sich, ihr besondere Aufmerksamkeit zu schenken, da gerade sie zur Hauptheldin dieses Opus wird, und sie fragte sich gleich selbst über ihre Frage.
„Nein“, sagte der Mann, sich die tropfenfeuchte Stirn zuwischen. „Ich habe dort mein Erbe. – Das Haus meiner Familie“, fügte er stolz hinzu und trocknete sich mit einem schneeweinen Taschentuch die verschwitzten Hände.

Angie: 27
Ich bin heute siebenundzwanzig Jahre alt geworden. Aus oben aufgeführtem Anlass habe ich folgende Liste erstellt:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kurt Cobain</th>
<th>27 Jahre, 1 Monat und 16 Tage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brian Jones</td>
<td>27 Jahre, 4 Monate und 5 Tage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jim Morrison</td>
<td>27 Jahre, 6 Monate und 25 Tage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janis Joplin</td>
<td>27 Jahre, 9 Monate und 15 Tage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jimi Hendrix</td>
<td>27 Jahre, 9 Monate und 21 Tage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ich habe ein Jahr Zeit, berühmt zu werden, an Alkohol, Drogen, einer tödlichen Krankheit, einem schrecklichen Unfall, an Selbstmord oder Mord zu sterben und dann ewig in den Herzen der hingebungslosen Bewunderer weiterzuleben.

Ferkelino:
Meine Familie

Ich bin klein, weich und bunt und wohne in einem kleinen roten Haus mit meiner besten Freundin Pusteblümchen und ihrer Familie. Ich habe so große Augen und spitze Ohren, dass einige Erwachsene denken, ich sei eine Kuh. Andere Erwachsene wiederum verwchseln mich mit einem Bären, obwohl ich wirklich und hundertprozentig ein Schweinchen bin. Zum Glück erkennen mich die Kinder immer, und sie rufen:

„Ferkelino, komm und spiel mit uns!”

Ich spiele gern mit den Kindern. Ich bewege meine Beinchen, meine Öhrchen und mein Schnäuzchen, ich tanze meinen Schweinchentanz und singe mein Schweinchenlied. Das geht so:

Einen Schritt hierhin, einen Schritt dorthin
Fang mich bei den Beinchen

Rechts entlang und links entlang
Hab ein kleines Schnäuzchen
Ich stampfe und ich klatsche
Mit meinen Augen zwinker ich

Ich wirbel meinen Schwanz herum
Mit meinen Ohren wackel ich

Im Kreis herum, im Kreis herum
Das finden wir ganz lustig
Wir drehen uns und drehen uns
Schlafen, ach das wollen wir nicht
Juhu!

Übersetzt von Andrea Reynolds
Das Buch 27 oder der Tod macht den Künstler
(27 číže smrt robi umelca) erschien im Verlag Q111, Bratislava, 2011.
me out of themselves, placate me, reconcile me with the cosmos, with their language, breath, words.

[...]

Once then, two years ago—by the way, I remind you, that the day of our meeting was not only the day of the grape harvest, but also the first day of the four-week election campaign: the walls and windows, from the ground to the sky, everything was plastered with red: I’m voting, we’re voting, we’re going to vote (manifestly) for the happy future of our children (human contentment for all time). That same day, a friend, a friend from Prague, as if he smelled the young wine, sent me a bunch of money, enough for two weeks’ sustenance. It’s not a mistake, don’t send it back, I’m paying you back a debt, he added. The hell you’re paying me back, you’re splitting it with me. I got up right away in joy, two weeks’ sustenance, which my wife doesn’t know about. It also seemed a little funny to me, that I’m getting dressed up like this as if for a trip into the big wide world, although I only had to crawl down from my little hilltop into town, to buy tobacco in the nearest tobacconist, maybe also some juniper brandy down from my little hilltop into town, to buy tobacco in the nearest tobacconist, maybe also some juniper brandy from Trenčín and maybe I’ll also drink two deciliters of the nearest tobacconist, maybe also some juniper brandy from Trenčín and maybe I’ll also drink two deciliters of the nearest tobacconist, maybe also some juniper brandy from Trenčín and maybe I’ll also drink two deciliters of the nearest tobacconist, maybe also some juniper brandy from Trenčín and maybe I’ll also drink two deciliters of the nearest tobacconist, maybe also some juniper brandy from Trenčín and maybe I’ll also drink two deciliters of the nearest tobacconist, maybe also some juniper brandy from Trenčín and maybe I’ll also drink two deciliters of the nearest tobacconist, maybe also some juniper brandy from Trenčín and maybe I’ll also drink two deciliters of the nearest tobacconist, maybe also some juniper brandy from Trenčín and maybe I’ll also drink two deciliters of the nearest tobacconist, maybe also some juniper brandy from Trenčín and maybe I’ll also drink two deciliters of the nearest tobacconist, maybe also some juniper brandy from Trenčín and maybe I’ll also drink two deciliters of the nearest tobacconist, maybe also some juniper brandy.
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Dominik Tatarka
(1913—1989)
was one of the most significant Slovak prose writers, essayists and publicists of the 20th century. He studied French and translated also from the French literature. In August 1968 he opposed the invasion of Warsaw Pact troops in Czechoslovakia and later he signed the Charter 77. Because of these political attitudes his works stopped being published and were disseminated only in the form of samizdat or editions appearing abroad. In 1986 he was awarded Jaroslav Seifert Prize for his trilogy Jottings. On the occasion of the 100th anniversary of Tatarka’s birth his Jottings for Beloved Lutécia (Písačky pre milovanú Lutéciu, 2013) and his life confession, Recordings (Navráváčky, 2013), based on the interviews with Eva Stolbová, have been published.

The Academician, a silver-haired stooge, grabs him by the sleeve, pulls him toward himself, and pathetically attacks:
“Bartolomej, dear Bartoš, it’s been ages since we’ve seen each other! Don’t you even look at me anymore?”

“As you can see, I don’t look at you.”

But the Academician himself, probably in the passion of the intensifying election campaign, doesn’t hear and doesn’t see.

“Bartolomej! The years are passing. Do you want to stay alone, completely alone, like a thumb on a hand, like a sparrow on a rooftop?”

“Screw you, all of you.”

“That’s all right, more power to you, that you estrange yourself, as we know from the theory of Viktor Shklovsky. But it’s harmful, I tell you, harmful, when you separate yourself from us, only you, only you don’t want to be among us and with us. Every moment you keep such distance that no one remembers you anymore. You’re becoming, soon you’ll become, a living corpse.”

“Screw all of you, all of you. Do you hear me?”

“You dare to reject a hand offered to you from the highest places?”

“Aademician, let’s drop it. Now I’m thinking of what I want to buy. If I buy brandy or local rum, I should buy Taras Bulba tobacco and rolling papers, I won’t have enough for Mars cigarettes.”

“My God, how you’ve fallen, that you and you, like such and such, need to think whether Taras or Bulba? Pull yourself together. They’re offering a hand to you from the highest places. We want to welcome you among us, so don’t be so stubborn, like an old ram’s horn. You know, in politics you can’t always do things straightforwardly.”

“Aademician, doesn’t it seem to you that you’re offending me, when you call my opinions on my personal path to socialism, to democracy, the stubbornness of a ram? They were your opinions too, the opinions of a man who offered you a hand from the highest places, who raised you up to be an Academician, who let bygones be bygones, the fact that you took the stand against him as a false witness. I grew up in this republic, it was always my republic, I think that my, your, everyone’s responsibility, the responsibility of the party and the state organs was to protect the sovereignty of our, let’s say, imperfect republic. And that’s why I left the Party.”

My political opinions haven’t been interesting for a long time. I just want to say that the Academician and I went at it wildly with each other, then, on the first day of the election campaign. There on the busy intersection in front of the Stefánia café, we barked at each other for about an hour and a half. It’s not important that we, two former friends, were barking at each other, but what was important was that it lasted from ten until half past eleven.

And your first sentence, when I told you, was:

“By chance, by chance I saw you from the tram, how you were standing there with that pillar of the academy.”

I paused immediately at that sentence. Why are you emphasizing that. By chance? Hardly. You weren’t dressed like that. Your sentence should have gone like this: By chance I was going by in the tram and I saw you, how you were standing there. But if not by chance, you send the authorities after me. Later in the Royko arcade in front of the flower shop window, I embraced you with a wedding bouquet of orchids and for god’s sake, you asked me:

“Are you going to vote?”

Although your question didn’t necessarily have any meaning in the town plastered with red for the election campaign: I’m voting, we’re voting, we’re going to vote (manifestly) for the happy future of our children.

*

Then, there, it happened: a long-legged, light-footed nymph leaned out of the tram, jumped off at the stop in front of the Soviet Bookshop. I glimpsed a golden helmet of smoothly-combed, curled-under hair, the color of my faintly-green clothing, a light open-necked blouse, a light draped and triple-stitched skirt, on her feet, light linen sandals, black lacing on her calves – but with her movement, her walk, she fell into my eternal memory. She walked with a light swaying step, the way long-legged, light-footed women walk.

Translated by Charles Sabatos

The book *Jottings for Beloved Lutécia* (Písačky pre milovanú Lutéciu) was published by Literárne informačné centrum, Bratislava, 2013.
Slovak Poetry Retains Its Cultural Prestige
Interview the Spanish translator Alejandro Hermida de Blas

Alejandro Hermida is a professor of Slavic philology at the Complutense University in Madrid. Among other Works, he translated the writings of Milan Rúfus (collection Zomy (Bells, 2003) and supervised the translation of an anthology of Slovak poetry into Spanish (Poesía de Eslovaquia. Breve muestra, 2007).

• Dušan Zupka: How did you come to be involved with Slovak poetry?
  – Alejandro Hermida: My first contact with Slovak poetry was during Slovak language lessons in Madrid. Miroslav Lenghardt, our teacher, gave us a poem by Milan Rúfus to read. Ever since then I’ve been a faithful reader of Rúfus; I’ve translated him, and I wrote my doctoral thesis about him. Other poets whom I came to know at that time included Laco Novomeský and Ján Stacho. Initially I began translating those authors for myself, but in the course of time I had three books published.

• Dušan Zupka: Could you say something about the main differences between Czech and Slovak literature?
  – Alejandro Hermida: Czech and Slovak literature have different tempos. Czech literature developed earlier, it has a longer tradition, but in the 20th century Slovak poetry matched it and in some cases surpassed it. Taking poetry, in the first half of the century the Czechs have that giant generation of Nezval and Holan. Granted, the Slovaks too have Krasko, Novomeský and Beniák, but they are very much under the influence of the great historical movements. The citizens of such nations tend to be sceptical of the great narratives, and as opposed to those they give preference to an individual, relative view of the world. Poetry mediates that viewpoint better than the novel or non-fiction literature.

• Dušan Zupka: How would you characterise contemporary Slovak poetry?
  – Alejandro Hermida: Everywhere in the world, probably, poetry has been losing its social prestige. For most readers the novel is the focus of interest. However, there are societies where poetry retains at least part of its cultural prestige, and Slovakia is one of them. I think this is connected with being a small nation on the periphery of the great historical movements. The citizens of such nations tend to be sceptical of the great narratives, and as opposed to those they give preference to an individual, relative view of the world. Poetry mediates that viewpoint better than the novel or non-fiction literature.

• Dušan Zupka: Who left the most striking mark on Slovak literature in the 20th century?
  – Alejandro Hermida: 20th century Slovak poetry has a rich diversity of poetic personalities. It’s hard to find any real poetic schools. But unquestionably there are certain writers (Krasko, Rúfus, Válek) who have left a more lasting mark. Milan Rúfus gets his expressive power from a synthesis of folklore, biblical and artistic inspirations, and presumably that is why he’s such a powerful presence in Slovak poetry in the last half-century, whether directly and positively, or as a negative influence, where someone is trying to break free of Rúfus.

• Dušan Zupka: What are the hazards for someone translating Slovak poetry into Spanish?
  – Alejandro Hermida: Slovak and Spanish are very different languages. Slovak, being an inflected language, is more synthetic, where Spanish is more analytic: it needs more words than Slovak to express the same thing. That’s not just a problem when translating metrically regular verse. Sometimes one can get a precise metrical equivalent between Spanish and Slovak, then again sometimes one can’t, or even when it’s possible it may be at the expense of many semantic undertones. There are also expressive differences between the two languages, for example in the use of diminutives. In Slovak they sound more natural, but in Spanish they’re not much used except in children’s talk, so they might have more an ironical sound.

• Dušan Zupka: How can Slovak poets be of interest to readers in Spain?
  – Alejandro Hermida: Readers of poetry, in Spain just like everywhere else, do not have prejudices. They are curious about writers of other nationalities. There are readers of novels who will read only Spanish or American authors. In poetry that’s unimaginable: readers will try poetry of all kinds and they’re happy when they discover some lesser-known author. It seems paradoxical. Someone might think that the so-called “untranslatability” of poetry would be a barrier to its transmission. But like music, rhythm and imagery are a universal language.

Translated by John Minahane
Following the Tailor’s Scissors

Mića Vujičić

Translated from Serbian by Zdenka Valentová Belić
Translated from Slovak by Heather Trebatická

Would you know how to whistle the funeral march? Matej Hóz, the protagonist of Vincent Šikula’s novel Ornament has it on his lips. In fact he knows by heart whole passages for different instruments. If he found himself in front of an orchestra he could easily conduct it. The tones of classical music persistently intrude in the work and from time to time the heroes of this book escape into its magical world. The president of the country has died and a day of mourning is declared. Black flags are flying; the street lighting is covered with black crepe and there is not a cheerful person in the streets. An accident has happened in the brickworks. This sad March day in 1953 will pass, but the sad and gloomy atmosphere will be felt by the reader of Ornament even after the last page.

This novel by Vincent Šikula is marked by feelings of disquiet and fear. The main hero hears strange sounds: a quiet whistling, rustling and tapping. Something is rustling, tapping, cracking in the loft. The footsteps of passers-by under the window disturb Matej Hóz’s sleep. He tries to define and localize a vague sound, similar to the clipping of tailor’s scissors.

Everyone looks over their shoulder and cannot shake off the feeling that someone wants to harm them. Like a spirit from the street, from the darkness, Jožo Patuc enters the story. A priest on the run, an escapee from prison, a mysterious person, announces to Hóz that he will be living with him.

Ornament is not just a story about the growing into adulthood of a young person who is trying to get along in the everyday life of the fifties in post-war Slovakia, but it is a kind of parable on religiosity. The main hero moves through his text in just the same way as he wanders through the streets. He uses flashbacks and digressions, remembering his student days two decades earlier, while not making a clear dividing line between the two time perspectives. Nevertheless the text of an idler from the nineteen fifties tries in the seventies to become a diary, as if wanting to halt the inexorable flow of time, to create a circle at least around one day.

The frequent digressions do not distance the reader from the main story. Matej Hóz is searching for himself among unfamiliar sounds. For instance, on the day of mourning he finds inspiration and composes his own version of the funeral march. He tries to define his relationship with his family, friends and girlfriends, and in long conversations with the priest on the run he reassesses his “negative” attitude towards faith.

As until that time he has seen art, freedom, love and honesty as points of departure arising from his childhood, Matej Hóz also has to define his attitude towards the state. That is the last test for a young man who is searching for his place in life, an uncertain journey on which he has set out blindfold. Slovak literature: an odyssey of the spirit

Slovak literature: an odyssey of the spirit

Carlos J. Gonzalez Serrano

Rudolf Sloboda
Úrsula (Uršula)
Ediciones Xorki, Madrid, 2011
Translated by Valeria K. Rivera de Rosales

Under the title of Nadie es un ángel, y sin embargo Ursula have published the novella Uršula by Rudolf Sloboda. In a masterly way and with an exceptionally lively narrative style the author deals with the perturbing questions that arise in life, focusing attention on a woman as the main protagonist. Rudolf Sloboda is still little known in Spain. He is one of the most outstanding Slovak writers of the 20th century, but also one of the most controversial in his time.

So far as his literary work is concerned, Sloboda’s most productive period coincided with the period when interest in the literature of “Eastern European” countries was at a minimum. In the afterword to the book we can read: “At most, people knew about the dissidents who could leave their homeland and thus take their works abroad with them. Very little or nothing was known about those who with extreme difficulty circulated what was known as samizdat literature (secretly written and copied), thus exposing both themselves and their readers to danger. There was also a third group of authors who were pushed aside and not duly appreciated even though they moved within the limits of the official ideology, but who from time to time, albeit with difficulty and restrictions, managed to publish at least some of their works.” Sloboda was one of these. He received a grant from the Union of Slovak Writers to write his short novel...
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**Daniel Hevier**

**Ťahák na básne**

*Crib notes for poems*

*Literárne informačné centrum, Bratislava 2013*

This inspiring book by Daniel Hevier does not provide directions, know-how, or guaranteed correct ways to read poems and understand poetry. It has far humbler and more agreeable aims: to infect its reader, who may be a secondary school student or one in the last years of elementary school, with the adventure of reading (for example poetry). And maybe it will also be a source of inspiration for teachers, who sometimes find it hard to cover difficult topics required by the curriculum. In his introduction the author has even stressed typographically cover difficult topics required by the curriculum. In his introduction to the book it seems that Ťahák is a character not wholly conventional, but in spite of that firmly rooted in the society and times that are her lot. Two other female characters surrounding Ťahák are also emancipated women willing to behave according to their own ideas at various moments in their lives. The curious thing about the male protagonists in Sloboda’s works is that he shows their less positive, weak sides, for instance unreasonable jealousy, succumbing to improper passions and brutality. In spite of everything, none of the women in the novella answers to the prototype of an exceptional woman. The intention of the author is to portray life as it is, but in spite of that he does not abandon the search for human happiness. Success depends on how his heroes manage to come to terms with the situations they find themselves in, complicated or otherwise, that life and destiny bring.

**Tomáš Janovic**

**Pinkanie**

*Flicking*

*Marenčin PT, Bratislava, 2012*

Tomáš Janovic, writer, aphorist, poet, lyric writer and dramatist has dedicated his latest little book of sad anecdotes to Julo Satinský, who in the production L + S Soirée says: “And it was then that I realised how powerful art is! That it does not preach, it does not guide, it just gently “flicks” you. That is also why in this book Tomáš Janovic just gently nudges us, so that we notice all those falsities we come to terms with every day. This is pointed out by the compiler of the book, the writer Daniela Kapitáňová, who thus pays tribute to his laconicism which, in symbiosis with his well-known humour, is responsible for the crushing effect of Janovic’s texts, because after reading them our laughter is no longer light-hearted. The aphorisms also have political undertones, they touch on all spheres of social life, the philosophy of our way of thinking, and reflect our everyday pleasures and fears for our future. This is already the third selection of sad anecdotes, whose design has been created by František Jablonovský, with a selection of illustrations by Miroslav Cipár. This slim volume is also exceptional on account of the carefully thought-out composition of the book as a whole, emphasizing as it does the simplicity, concision and aptness of this kind of art.

**Veronika Šikulová**

**Diera do svetra**

*Hole in a Sweater1*

*FSlovart, Bratislava, 2012*

Veronika Šikulová’s latest book has caused a stir on the book market. Many of her readers think she has “flown off at a tangent”. The author herself admits that it is a kind of “joint flight” on the part of the author and the illustrator. In her new little work the author offers a collection of diverse texts. They are divided into six smaller chapters (e.g. Pipi čierna Karkulka/Pippi Black Riding Hood, Za slávičím mrkvi/Beyond the Nightingale’s Backyard, Od svitu do Carrot2…). Each presents a mosaic that depicts the author’s world through a variety of texts of varying lengths. They are prosaic, poetic and at the same time forceful. “They are not poems, most of them are prose and if by chance there is a rhyme, then only because it appeared by chance,” Veronika Šikulová says of her work. Her tales are.
interesting in that they are not invented. The author’s world as presented in the illustrations, which embraces her beloved dad, children, the town of Modra with its bizarre little figures, a French horn, love, the garden, birds, prayer and literature, has been created by the illustrator Martina Matlovičová.

1 The title is a play on the words sveta/svetra, so (to make) “a mark on the world” becomes “a hole in a sweater”.
2 By changing mrku to mrkvy – “From Dawn to Dusk” becomes – “From Dawn to Carrot”

Daniel Pastirčák
Foreword to “Foreword”
Slovo pred slovom
Proglas for children and their parents

Through his poetic interpretation of the precious ancient text by Constantine the Philosopher the writer Daniel Pastirčák explains to children its message and importance for our culture and mutual understanding. He knows that the secret of the word is hidden in our oldest literary relic – Proglas, but in order that children might understand it too, he offers them his own poetic interpretation of its meaning. The illustrations by artist Miloš Kopták show the mysterious graphic signs that record words, and therefore human speech in written form. The overall appearance of the book is the work of graphic designer Paľo Bálik. This limited bibliophilic edition contains 23 free graphic sheets with illustrations by Miloš Kopták. On the back of the graphic sheet are the verses by Daniel Pastirčák, accompanied by the verses of Constantine’s Proglas, whose message is clarified by Pastirčák for today’s young reader. Each illustration has been signed personally by the author.

The book was published by the Centre for Information on Literature, Bratislava, 2012

Proglas
Translations and Poetic Interpretations / Preklady a básnické interpetácie

The book Proglas – Translations and Poetic Interpretations, in which we find texts of exceptional beauty and quality, is enhanced by the translations and interpretations of dozens of contemporary Slovak poets (Feldek, Buzássy, Haugová, Zambor, Džunková, Kuniak, Hevier, Ondrejička, Ondrejková, Jurolek, Podracká). Proglas is the oldest literary relic in Old Church Slavonic. It is a foreword written by Constantine the Philosopher (St. Cyril) to his translation of the Gospels. It is a guide in verse to the Old Church Slavonic translation of the Bible. In over a hundred verses without rhyme he explains the need to translate God’s word into the language of the Slavs. This literary work is in itself a celebration of scholarship, wisdom and the written word; it explains the need to read and study the Divine Word in a language that we can understand. The poem is unique; it has a wonderfully complicated composition that proves it is a work comparable with the world’s greatest poetic compositions. It is a celebration of books, a celebration of letters and a celebration of the word. In addition to the excellence of the content, it is remarkable for its highly refined expression and style.

The book was published by the Centre for Information on Literature, Bratislava, 2013

Slovakia – Guest of Honour at the Prague Book Fair 2013

The title “Guest of Honour” at the Prague Book Fair 2013 was awarded to the Slovak Republic. The Centre for Information on Literature, together with its partner organisations (the Ministry of Culture, Anasoft litera, the Association of Slovak Publishers and Booksellers) prepared four full days of programmes and presentations of Slovak literature and culture. Together, more than 70 writers, musicians, artists, politicians, publicists and critics appeared in one of the various programmes. Also, thanks to the SLOLLA committee generous financial subsidy, the not less than 20 books translated and published in the Czech Republic was an outstanding number. Many well-known guests visited the Slovak stand and programmes in the different locations, including the Slovak Minister of Culture, Marek Madarič, the former Prime ministers of Slovakia, Iveta Radičová and Ján Carnogurský, the former Czech President Václav Klaus, and popular musicians such as Peter Cmorík and Marián Giešberg.
The portraits of Slovak writers were written, compiled and translated by Daniela Humajová, Ina Martinová, Mária Smoláriková, and Dušan Zupka. The book reviews on p. 39 and 40 were translated by Heather Trebatíčka and Saskia Hudecová. Supervision of English Texts: Adrian Brown. Supervision of German Texts Simon Gruber.
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